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Chapter 1

Introduction: Ways of Being and Belonging

In globalized world societies individuals no longer have simple, ready-made, and fixed

cultural identities- instead they have cultural schizophrenia (Shayegan, 1992, p. 122).

1.1 Statement of the Problem

The United States and the world at large stand at the precipice of one of the most

continuous and significant evolutions of humanity, migrations. Given the current

immigration trends and birth rates in the United States, virtually all (93%) of the

growth of the nation’s working-age population between now and 2050 will be ac-

counted for by immigrants and their U.S.-born children. This is according to a

population projection by the Pew Research Center (2016). For instance, between

1990 and 2000, the number of second-generation immigrant children grew 65% (from

6.3 million to 10.4 million). Between 2000 and 2014, this population increased by

48% from 10.4 million to 15.4 million. The marked increase of the second generation

demands a necessity to learn and engage with this group, because of rich repositories

of knowledge and culture coming from their personal experiences. The United States

has a highly diverse immigrant population of more than 42.4 million, or 13.3% of

the total U.S. population of 318.9 million according to American Community Survey

(ACS, 2016) with multiple language groups that would embody a strategic reservoir

of untapped skills.

This scholarship seeks to highlight the positive and continued movement of im-

migrants into the United States as a byproduct of the natural outcomes of the global
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world. The highly heterogeneous population defies easy generalizations. By sharing

the stories from the second-generation such scholarship can then develop a narrative

out of the accumulation of beliefs, ideas, skills, and abilities anchored in the expe-

riences with their families –including their extended family, friends and community

involvement to further the relationships between successive generations.

Specifically, this scholarship addresses Iranian-American second generation be-

cause despite the United States being a new home country for many immigrants it

has historically also shunned newcomers with bias, discrimination, and racism. Ira-

nian immigrants, for example, are among those who have su↵ered habitually nativist

resentments. Nearly 40 years of friction between Washington and Tehran has domi-

nated the landscape since the fall of Mohammed Reza Shah in 1979. Most recently,

hostility has increased since the Trump administration was sworn in on January 20,

2017. On January 27, 2017 President Trump signed an executive order banning entry

for 90 days by citizens from Iraq, Syria, Iran, Libya, Somalia, Sudan and Yemen.

The order also indefinitely halted refugees from Syria.

Since then, the Iranian-American community has been significantly impacted by

the Executive Order that illogically categorizes every one of Iranian descent as a

potential terrorist. According to the Cato Institute (2017), there has not been a

single case of an American being killed in a terrorist attack in this country by a

person born in Iran – or any of the other six countries specified in the Executive

Order. How then, can Iranian immigrants grapple with questions of their identity

when the United States may have a profoundly negative representation of them? In

this work, Iranian-American families share their stories of belonging and identifying.

This study focuses on the Iranian diaspora using the socio-cultural-historical

theory that acknowledges that social experiences and cultural tools shape the way in

which immigrants look at the world and contour their perceptions of how the di↵erent
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worlds operate and, consequently, their experience within those distinct worlds.

1.2 Purpose of this Study

although the path tracks my footsteps,

i don’t travel it for the path travels me

and although the path travels me,

it takes its own path, but leaves my footprints in its tracks

Amir-Hossein Afrasiabi (Talebi, 2008, p. 11)

The poem reflects the disparity between what was and what is, and how diasporic

senses can illuminate that one is neither there nor here. The present study adopts an

interpretive qualitative methodology asking how Iranian-American immigrants make

sense of who they are in an unfamiliar place, while engaging in a process to renew

the physical, emotional, and cultural aspects of their identity in the United States.

This dissertation focuses on how second-generation Iranian-Americans transfer pieces

of American culture into their cultural practices, and by what means (if any) they

maintain or attempt to create the symbolic traits of Iranian heritage. The goal is

to analyze, through participant observations and interviews in households and other

settings, how Iranian-Americans navigate the dynamics of acculturation, especially

as it pertains to social networks and relationships, language retention and bilingual

development, including also the transformation and preservation of identity in the

United States. Developing a cultural and conceptual framework, I articulate the di-

asporic hybrid identity through the funds of knowledge and identity variables. Defin-

ing these as such, from Gonzalez, Moll, Amanti (2005) and Brubaker (2006), whose

understanding of a diaspora is a category of practice rather than a bounded group.
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Examples of such a distinction are articulated from the social-cultural practiced man-

nerisms of second-generation Iranian-Americans. For example, in my study, a young

man, whom we shall call Zagros, shared with passionate enthusiasm the unbreakable

traditional and symbolic cultural practices in which he participates. All the Norouz

(Persian New Year), rites, festivals and holidays deemed necessary to maintain his

sense of being him were because the category of practice stemmed from his personal

family life experience. Zagros welcomed these categories of practice when he visited

the homes of his family members, and engaged in these rites with his friends who

were very close to him and his family. The notion of a group bound to a singular

function does not represent the diasporic hybrid identity of the new cultural and

national formations of Iranian-American families. In e↵ect, I use the conceptual

framework of cultural capital from Bourdieu (1993), added with Brubaker (2006),

producing and negotiating the idea of cultural production of diaspora. Tools such

as these help in extrapolating the manner people use to forge the complex faceted

identities about race, class, and transnational contexts. Diasporic sensibilities are

forged in relation to the real or imagined home communities. These connections

may originate because a group has a contemporary or historical experience of dis-

persal and or (re) settlement in reaction to a physical homeland (Brubaker, 2006).

Alternatively, and particularly for the generation following initial waves of migrants,

diasporic sensibilities may develop through the process of (re) creating cultural prac-

tices along the lines of shared historical experiences, a�nities, or identification that

may not be easily defined by geographic borders (Cli↵ord, 1994).

By extending and using the literature to vocalize the experiences of second-

generation youth through the models of funds of knowledge and identity (Gonzalez,

et al, 2005; Saubich &Esteban, 2011) in households are acknowledged as naturally

rich in accumulating knowledge, behaviors, practical skills, language, and cultural
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beliefs. The funds of knowledge and identity are processes of the everyday life in

which families, unconsciously or consciously, engage one another. Here, the goal

is to understand the families perceptions, perspectives, and gathering of the story

of their lives as it pertains to cultural preservation and transformation. The so-

ciocultural dynamics of funds of knowledge and identity serve as a means to share

history, cultural identities, ancestry, and common historical experiences, ultimately

creating cultural codes for meaning making. Empirically however, even within this

framework, the sociocultural phenomena change incessantly, the fluctuation of these

dynamics is at the heart of this study.

The goal of this study is to gain insight into how children, communities, and

schooling accumulate and utilize these practices and activities to overcome segmented

obstacles. Segmented assimilation is a theory that proposes di↵erent immigrant

groups adapt into di↵erent segments of society (Portes & Zhou 1993). The present

study aims to build on earlier literature by examining the hybridity of second gen-

eration Iranian-Americans, through sharing their stories which stem from the rich

repositories of culture at home. Embarking on a project of this magnitude inevitably

lends itself to a few snags in the fabric of the apparently flawless fieldwork proposal.

At least for my part, this work legitimately represents the social and cultural expe-

riences of the Iranian-American second generation living in America and specifically

growing up in the tri-state area of New York, New Jersey, Connecticut as well as the

Midwest.

1.3 Background of the Study

The sociological literature postulates that the Iranian-American community follows

a formulaic mode of acculturation. However, most Iranian-Americans seem to be de-
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fying the standard model of acculturation to the U.S. that includes losing language,

culture and identity, displaying instead a type of ”bicultural” or ”transnational” tra-

jectory, borrowing with ease from both cultures. Nevertheless according to several

scholars, despite the appearance of seamless and advantageous acculturation, forging

and maintaining an Iranian identity in the U.S. is inherently problematic (Ansari,

1992; Bozorgmehr, et. al. 1993; Mobasher, 2006). In comparison with the social and

linguistic literature, scholars highlight the experiences of second-generation patterns

in association with educational attainment, educational ideals and identification to-

ward an ethnic retention as being primarily Persian (Daha, 2011; Shavarini, 2004).

Previous work has noted that this community has established a sense of Iranian

and American identity that is expressed through the accumulation of symbolic capi-

tal, as well as social and cultural advantages (Bozorgmehr & Sabagh, 1991; Sabagh,

1988). An alternative point of view is put forth in the canonical text Immigrant

America, by Portes & Rumbaut (2006), in which these preeminent academics devel-

oped a study addressing the realities of immigration today. The immigration story

illustrates a critical paradox. One that is on the surface, seemingly inclusive, yet that

hides the deeper issues of inequality and sometimes-exploitive outcomes for many

immigrant communities. In order to glimpse the myriad complex realities for many

immigrants, one must conceptualize the struggle inherent in the migration process.

The first generation attempts to overcome socio-cultural and linguistic hurdles and

retain economic stability, while traversing racial prejudice. For the next generation

a more nuanced pattern emerges, which Portes & Rumbaut (2006) discuss as the

fragmented environment second-generation youths confront today. Specifically, the

segmented assimilation model looks at the diverse experiences of assimilation among

new waves of immigrants and their children, which is predicated on educational at-

tainment and career success.
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The theory of segmented assimilation is articulated in the literature based on

the idea that American society is now diverse and segmented, while one-third of the

immigrant population of the United States resides in large cities located in California,

Florida, Texas, and the New York-New Jersey region. The standard argument is that

the newer immigrants can associate with these established groups and thus assimilate

either upwardly or risk the three major challenges articulated by Portes & Rumbaut

(2006) namely (i) the persistence of racial discrimination, (ii) the divergence of the

American labor market and its growing inequality, and (iii) the alternative lifestyles

in American inner cities, such as gang members and drug users (200). The central

question is not whether the second generation will assimilate to American society,

but how, and to what segment of that society they will assimilate.

However, fragility exists between belonging and identity among immigrants. In

sharing their story we should be true to both of these aspects, while considering

how immigrant groups comprehend their place and space within the framework of

kinships, friends, schooling, and community. In studying the interconnectedness of

each of the variables mentioned above, a community component of the socio-cultural,

economic and political pieces of knowledge of immigrant families is highly valuable.

The approach outlined here will include in-depth interviews and ethnographic ob-

servations. The goal is to utilize the family life stories to analyze the functions of

the household, specifically drawing on socio-cultural contexts by understanding the

families’ perceptions, perspectives, and cultural preservations and transformations.

The main objectives of this study are to o↵er a perspective of Iranian-American

immigrant communities whose hybridity of cultural practices provides a link between

households and the community-absorption of the familial, communal, and schooling

funds of knowledge and identity, and to understand how Iranian-American commu-

nities transmit pieces of American culture into their own cultural practices and by
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what means (if any) they maintain the symbolic traits of Iranian heritage.

As was mentioned above, to reveal these connections, the ”funds of knowledge”

and its derivative ”funds of identity” approach, briefly outlined in the next sub-

section, will be utilized to address the fundamental social, cultural and everyday

practices occurring in households (Gonzlez, Moll & Amanti, 2005; Saubich, Esteban

& Moll, 2014; Saubich & Esteban, 2011). Documenting the ways Iranian-American

families live, how they know things, how they share knowledge, and how they build

relationships will help to analyze the importance of Persian culture and traditions

as well as the cultural transformations and cultural preservations that are valued by

the second generation.

The phenomenon of the growth of second-generation immigrants and the contin-

ued ethnic mosaic that makes up the United States and the world is never complete

and always in process. The literature also reflects the exile experience, concluding

Iranian identity as a disputed, problematic issue. I argue that hybridity pens the

migratory process, building links or relationships at the material and cultural levels

from both the sending and receiving countries. To paraphrase the scholar Stuart Hall

(1992), what we write and how we speak always comes from a particular place and

time, from a history and a culture which is unique to us as our voice continues rise

and resonate to tell yet another untold story, a story unfolding within these pages.

1.4 Significance of the Study

Today, the relationship between theory and society, specifically immigration and

education scholarship, is bridging the gap between understanding and representing

the hardships of immigration and thousands of harrowing accounts of struggle. Such

struggles include gaining a foothold in a new country, overcoming financial di�culties,
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and meeting the challenges of an unfamiliar culture and language. Perhaps now, more

than ever, this type of scholarship will develop new interpretations about Iranian

immigration and its various modes of incorporation and how this integration impacts

on American society.

We are bearing witness as the United States presently teeters between reestab-

lishing excessively harsh legislation. Harkening back to a time when the United

States immigration history was a patchwork riddled with racist undertones, exclu-

sionary acts, and outright barring of specific peoples (Segal, Elliott, & Mayadas,

2010). Such harsh legislation would drastically limit immigration and the politi-

cal discourse on the matter, so that the United States may no longer remain the

leading destination for a world on the move. If the xenophobic narrative remains,

the likelihood of this country remaining a beacon of hope may instead change to a

country where immigrants are not welcomed. Current political events in the United

States force us to confront the xenophobic behaviors of the American population

and to analyze their consequences critically. The rhetoric of the political and social

bigotry landscape is blatant. Donald Trump’s once outrageous claims are now be-

coming a reality, such as when he suggested that a Mexican-American judge should

not hear his class action lawsuit concerning students who said Trump University de-

frauded them because of the magistrate’s Hispanic background (How Trump, 2017).

Presently we are watching the horrors of mass deportations of the undocumented and

the draconian immigration ban of Muslim immigrants, whom Trump had said were

all potential terrorists (Johnson & Hauslohner, 2017). The advantages of working

together with large segments of the immigrant population to include representations

of identity, culture, and knowledge can increase the success of today’s newcomers

and potentially halt the heinous positions of the current Trump administration and

those who may be to come.
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1.5 Overview of Dissertation

The first chapter introduces the movement of migration as well as the means by

which members of the Iranian diaspora explore the ways of being and belonging

that become articulated through cultural transformations and cultural preservations.

Chapter two provides the theoretical analysis and review of the literature related to

the Iranian diaspora. In this section government policies on immigration and ques-

tions of the identity of newly arrived immigrants coming are elaborated. Chapter

three o↵ers a detailed account of the epistemological and methodological rationale

for the study. Within this chapter, I describe the ethnographic methods used for

data collection and analysis. Additionally, a reflexivity piece sums up my position,

as a researcher, the awareness of my identity, history, and how my biography infil-

trates the research process. Chapter four begins with the political events that led to

the Iranian migration to the United States, interspersed with the findings from the

interview data as well as the theoretical analysis of the findings. The chapter links

the conceptual framework of Bourdieu’s theoretical ideas on cultural production that

help explain the Iranian national, cultural and ethnic identities found in the United

States. Chapter five addresses the unprecedented challenges that Iranians face due

to the ongoing tensions between the United States and Iran. The phenomenon of

collective memory is compared in chapter six via Iranian cinema that depicts the

Iranian diasporic conditions- the traumas of displacement, identity fragmentation

and nostalgia. Chapter seven is a summary of the dissertation, including an outline

of conclusions, as well as my positionality. Here I discuss the expectations and im-

plications of the research, looking at the limitations of working with a small group

of Iranian-Americans and finally the future engagements and interactions of investi-

gating the social relationships of immigrant groups.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

The Orient was revealed to Europe in the materiality of its texts, languages, and

civilizations. Also for the first time, Asia acquired a precise intellectual and historical

dimension with which to buttress the myths of its geographic distance and vastness.

(Said, 1994, p.77).

Edward W. Said reexamined the historical, political and cultural views of the East

that were held by the West from the 18th and 19th centuries. The West often took

to patronizing representations of the East. Said’s work is a reminder that focusing

on the human experience of the cultures and societies from the East can reorient any

misunderstanding from the west and diminish fears about the East. This excerpt

from his book, Orientalism, highlights the value of viewing the East and in this case,

Iranian culture in particular, from the perspectives of Iranians who can reorient the

biases held of them.

This chapter lays out the theoretical framework used in the current social cul-

tural study of Iranian-Americans, discussing how this community incorporates parts

of American culture into its own cultural practices and whether and how it maintains

the symbolic traits of Iranian heritage. The community has established a sense of

Iranian and American identity that is expressed through the accumulation of sym-

bolic capitals as well as social and cultural advantages. To understand the identity

of Iranian-Americans, it is essential to know what led to their migration. For this

purpose, I o↵er a short historical account of Iran in the last 74 years.

For many Iranians, migration to the United States birthed diasporic conditions
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that defined and shaped the current ”identity” of Iranian-Americans. According to

Nilou Mostofi (2003), identity is both a psychological and sociological term in that

race, ethnicity, and nationality are established, experienced, and recognized within a

community. Therefore, a divergence has occurred such that neither a straightforward

American nor Iranian identification exists. Instead, a melding of cultural characteris-

tics or perceived cultural characteristics from these sub-groups examples include but

are not limited to a particular group (Shia Muslims, Armenians, Assyrian Christians,

Jews, Baha’is, Kurds and Zoroastrians) is present.

I will discuss in greater detail how the Iranian-American community seemingly

straddles historical representations and their use of mediational cultural tools, such as

the Persian language, which remains ensconced within the diaspora. I will explore the

issues and challenges of developing and maintaining Persian as a heritage language

in homes, communities and schooling for second generation Iranian-Americans. This

exploration lends itself to a Vygotskyian perspective that involves a consideration of

the process of connecting the social, the independent and psychological dimensions

of life (Van der Veer & Valsiner, 1991).

I will explore the complexities surrounding bilingualism in the United States,

specifically situated within the Iranian-American communities’ use of Persian over

English. Many Iranian-Americans strive to become fluent bilinguals. Within the

Iranian-American community, capital is represented in preservation of Iranian cul-

ture and language. Iranian immigrants see the Persian language as the fundamental

element of Iranian identity. Knowing full well the advantages of bilingualism, in-

cluding the positive e↵ects on academic performance of children, these immigrant

parents enforce the use of their ethnic language at home (Bozorgmehr & Douglas,

2011). This is referred to as the development of a linguistic market where language

is symbolic power (Bourdieu, 1991). The accumulation of symbolic capital entails
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social and cultural advantages and disadvantages (Bourdieu, 1991).

In consideration of language as a type of habitus, Bourdieu (1991) proposes the

central idea about lifestyle, values, dispositions, expectations and experiences as

forming the habitus of everyday life. Habitus is the base for how to think, how to act

and how to feel. It is made up of the many cultural and social platforms in which an

identity can be maintained. Iranian immigrants maintain an identity through habi-

tus. Furthermore, many members of the Iranian-American diaspora evoke the notion

of a mythological ancient Iran and share these common traditions within the wider

heterogeneous community. Additionally, seminal theoretical works by Woodward

(1997), Hall and Open University (1997), and Brubaker and Cooper (2000) con-

tinue to elucidate immigrant identity, as well as the influences that shape immigrant

experiences. This community reflects cultural and social power entailed in keep-

ing language and cultural identity. Juxtaposing attitudes, courses of action, beliefs

and practices against Iranian identity and the development of associations between

culture and place are the underlying theoretical approach of identity in discourse

analysis (Foucault, 1986; Gee, 1999) by which power validates self. Immigration

is a worldwide phenomenon, whatever the causes of this vast movement’s political

oppression, war, religious persecution, works, joining family or a better future for

children. No matter why they come, migrants arrive with their own languages and

cultures that inform a sense of who they are and where they came from; these serve

to bind migrant from the same region to one another. Iranian culture in America can

be viewed as a byproduct of rejecting, absorbing, or assimilating specific elements

from both Iran and America. Iranian-Americans are a part of the fabric of immigrant

American society. Therefore, a brief overview of the dynamics of government policies

of immigration and the questions of identity of newly arrived immigrants coming to

the United States can be found in this section.
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2.1 Immigrant America

Despite myself, the vivid photographic images of European immigrants from the

late 1890’s flash to mind each time I ponder immigration. I see the huddled masses

escaping destitution, famine, and war, resting all hope on a new land. I see those

black and white photographs of men, women and children who are held aloft as the

ship that bears them to the land of plenty passes the iconic Statue of Liberty in

New York harbor. It’s ironic how such representations stay fixed in my mind, as I

said, despite my better judgment. But maybe because of such imagery, my questions

of who, what, where and why linger. The migratory experience is shrouded in lore

because most migrants rely on the myth not the procedure. The myth rests on

the idealization of the people living in the United States documented in American

film, media, books, and stories. However, the process of immigrating to the United

States requires a multitude of steps that include visa changes, paperwork and a

suggestive flow chart that is literally one page long. The undertaking of immigration

doesn’t rest on policy and procedure but rather on the stories that often su↵ocate the

facts. Consequently, historicity of immigration can sometimes remain somewhat of a

mystery. These two entities, procedure and myth coil around one another, furthering

the plight of the migratory masses while muddling the reality of expectations from

the new land and often ignoring the actual experiences of those who have already

arrived. The paradox of knowing what to expect and still entering into the unknown

has given birth to the wondrous diversity of American immigration over the last

century.

The diversity of immigration doesn’t begin in a vacuum. Indeed, the hygroscopic

processes, the absorption of such a massive influx stems from within political, eco-

nomic, and societal systems. Amendments are drawn up, laws change, and global
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relationships alter outcomes. The United States immigration history is a patchwork

riddled with racist undertones, exclusionary acts, and outright barring of specific

peoples (Segal, Elliott, & Mayadas, 2010). However, the genuine shift and reform

spirit of the sixties led to an easing of restrictions on immigration (p. 36). The 1965

act alone abolished the national origins quota system that had, for over a century,

barred immigrants from the Eastern Hemisphere. Notably, the act removed barri-

ers to those immigrants from Asian countries who had been previously restricted

and changed the preference system, thereby altering the fabric of immigration on an

international level (Portes & Rumbaut, 2006). Despite these moves forward, immi-

grants continue to face hostilities and attacks from the more nativist among them

(Segal, Elliott, & Mayadas, 2010).

In spite of the inherent obstacles, the migratory population has been replenished

decade after decade. The increase in immigrant populations has coincided with

economic and political changes abroad as well as changes in the United States. The

late 19th and early 20th century waves of immigrants, mostly of European descent,

often represent the model to which all other immigrants are compared (Portes &

Rumbaut, 2006). This model, so to speak, lacks the bona-fide elements of what

challenges existed for these immigrations: ethnic fragmentation, conflicts and di�cult

conditions. Nevertheless, the version in school social studies textbooks highlights the

ease of transition and acceptability of these Anglo-Saxon migrants who formed the

veritable soup of American society.

The model was a false representation of these immigrants. No such rapid as-

similation into the fabric of immigrant America occurred. The model depicted the

controlled outcome, a type of mold in which immigrants were thought to have shed

the home identity in favor of the American version (Zinn, 1980). Currently, a similar

immigration model persists for our arriving immigrants. However, patterns of assim-
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ilating vary and are not associated with relinquishing, exclusively, ethnic identities.

We reiterate nearly 13.3% of the total U.S. population is foreign-born, a growing

population of nearly 42.4 million– a pattern referred to by Portes & Rumbaut (2006)

as the ”permanently unfinished” American society that has become, once again, a

nation of immigrants.

Population movements in response to demographic growth, climate change and

the development of production and trade have always been a part of human history

(Fagan, 2007). Modernity, seen through a Western lens, reflects development from a

traditional society into an industrial one (Lemert, 2010). From this view modernity

has created nation states, which have become bastions for many people to start

anew. The United States is one of many such nations. For the United States, not

since World War I have so many newcomers sought to make their way to America.

With such huge numbers and rates of growth, the dynamics of immigration and

incorporation processes and policies must be understood in the complex contexts of

global historical change. The recent massive shifts in economic, political and military

a↵airs are reflected in migratory patterns (Castles & Miller, 2009).

The myriad of events of the 20th century and these are a few examples can be

seen as snapshots of such contexts: the end of the Cold War and the first Persian Gulf

War; the collapse of the Soviet Union and the fluctuating world economy (Castles &

Miller, 2009: p. 54). Globalization a↵ects the regional, the national and the local

level and represents the complex dynamics of forces that impact migration. Social

transformation on this scale is a result of globalization, ”The widening, deepening

and speeding up of worldwide interconnectedness in all aspects of contemporary

social life” (Castles & Miller, 2009: p.51). Many people from around the world

have resettled in the United States and formatted their lives here. Whatever the

reasons for this vast movement, migrants share commonalities. They bring with
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them identities, languages, and cultures. Migration, in general, and the flow coming

to the United States, in particular, does not originate only in the poorest countries or

most destitute regions. That said, motivating factors for immigrating are complex;

each migrating story is unique, and the attraction of the U.S. still propels millions

worldwide here each year (Portes & Rumbaut, 2006).

For Iranians, the initial immigration pattern before the 1979 Iranian revolution

was mostly characterized by a heavy concentration of professionals and students. In

the 1970s, Iran was experiencing an unstable economy, social upheaval, and political

unrest. The circumstances for many migratory Iranians and the largest influx of

Iranians to the United States were associated with the Islamic Revolution in 1979

(Mobasher, 2006). The revolution, as well as a heightened religious oppression, fur-

ther contributed to migration. The build up of the 1979 revolution was preceded by

smaller protests in association with the rapid rise of cities and high levels of poverty.

The Iranian government attempted to relocate many of the urban poor to sparsely

populated areas, but external factors contributed to the lack of the programs success

(Bonine, 1997). I mention this factor because those Iranians who migrated to the

United States prior to the revolution were largely middle to upper class profession-

als who succeeded in importing their wealth, education and experiences (Shahideh,

2004).

2.2 Historical Background

To situate the periods of Iranian immigration to the United States, I will briefly

summarize the three powerful political upheavals that shaped modern Iran. In less

than one hundred years, three influential political disruptions transformed Iran: (i)

the Constitutional Revolution of 1905-1911, (ii) the Nationalist Revolt of 1951-1953,
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and (iii) the Islamic Revolution of 1979. First, the interests and activities of Western

incursions infiltrated the Iranian system and played a significant and strategic role in

Iran’s social and political development (Panah, 2007). The Constitutional Revolution

of 1905-1911 caused an immediate shift in the social location of power from the royal

court ruled by the Qajar Shah to a national parliament dominated initially by the

urban middle classes (Abrahamian, 1979).

Afterward, Iran entered two decades of turmoil and deteriorating conditions that

endangered the very existence of the country as a sovereign state. During and after

the World Wars, economic interests revolved around Iran’s strategic geographic loca-

tion and potential oil revenues over which England, the Soviet Union, and the United

States attempted to assert control (Panah, 2007). The result from the interest of

these infiltrating foreign powers was a tumultuous century within Iranian politics.

During the majority of the 19th century, Iran saw growing discontent, revolts,

devastation and defiance against government (Keddie & Richard, 2003). Emerging in

the 1920s, and a central catalyzing agent of a new modern statewide bureaucracy to

a supposedly democratic and egalitarian system, was the Cossack o�cer Reza Khan,

who later became the first monarch of the Pahlavi Dynasty. Reza Khan accepted

kingship on October 31, 1925 and symbolically acknowledged the duality between

secular and religious authority. Reza Shah’s reign saw a number of major changes in

Iran’s economy and society despite the short duration of the Pahlavi dynasty that

began with Reza Khan and ended with his son Mohammed Reza Shah.

Reza Shah was devoted to modernizing Iran; he believed that foreigners had

stripped Iran’s national character. However, due to his belief that the West had

achieved a desired standard of modernity, he seized on these Western aspects for

Iran. Therefore, his commitment to modernization was modeled after Western tech-

nology and education. The path toward modernization brought significant changes
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to Iran. The foundations were laid in industry, transport, education and other fields.

Glaringly ignored in the reign of modernity were two segments of the population:

the rural and tribal majority (Keddie & Richard, 2003). Reza Shah’s work for rapid

modernization from above, along with his militant secularist cultural and educational

program, helped create ”two cultures” in Iran, which became more noticeable in later

decades. The delineation between the upper and new middle classes was visible as

they became increasingly westernized in many cases, and scarcely understood the

traditional or religious culture of their compatriots.

Through the 1930s, Reza Shah applied the time-honored technique of protecting

Iran’s territorial integrity by balance relations with powerful foreign powers. In this

case, he was concerned to balancing Britain and the Soviet Union against Germany.

The shah’s sympathies for the Nazis turned out to be a miscalculation, and the Allied

Forces pressured the shah to resign. He was deported and died in 1944. His exile

placed his 22-year-old son Mohammad Reza Shah on the throne in 1941. Mohammad

Reza Shah came under the direct influence of the external and continued support of

dominating foreign powers (Panah, 2007).

By the beginning of the 1950s and increasingly over the next two decades, mod-

ernization continued. As oil income grew, the shah was able to increase good gov-

ernmental jobs and salaries. This was a strategy for a time, but did not bring about

allegiance to the shah. Despite modernizing e↵orts in the economy and society,

the lack of a genuinely representative political system along with the disruption of

the previous mode of life of the majority of the population, gave impetus to the

emergence of a revolutionary coalition (Panah, 2007). Support for anti-imperialist

struggles led to the Nationalist Revolt of 1951-1953 under Mossadeq provoked the

consciences of many Iranians (Keddie, & Richard, 2003). The Nationalist Revolt

sought to wrestle control away from foreign powers and attempted to nationalize the
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oil industry. The British and American CIA helped to topple and overthrow the

nationalist Mosaddeq regime, resulted in the return of the Pahlavi dynasty to power.

The regime, however, had to confront the di↵erent problems posed by the social and

cultural transformation of Iran and the factors that had led to the revolt (Keddie et

al., 2003).

To appease those who had been alienated from economic growth, and respond-

ing to the added pressure of international presence, the shah superficially proposed

democratic or Western political ideals after the revolt. However, he became increas-

ingly tyrannical when dealing with any oppression, whether religious, nationalist or

Marxist (Keddie & Richard, 2003). Mohammad Reza Shah established the Organi-

zation of Intelligence and National Security (SAVAK), the means by which repression

was handled. SAVAK was feared and loathed for its use of torture and executing

opponents of the regime (p. 161). Mohammad Reza Shah’s determination to ally

with the West and develop the Iranian economy along Western lines increased the

wide inequalities among Iranian classes (p. 135).

Western values did not inch their way down to the popular classes any more

than did benefits from the modernization programs. Such factors induced the vast

majority of Iranians to become more anti-Western, more anti-shah, and more open

to oppositionists who stood against the shah, the West and Western ideas (p. 135).

The popular classes, the bazaaris, and the ulama (the Shia clergy) increasingly re-

sented the cultural Westernization promoted by the Pahlavis. Western habits were

associated with Western politico-economic domination; anti-Westernism and anti-

regime ideas were increasingly expressed by the disenfranchised masses and some

intellectuals (p. 167).

The dictatorial monarchy, tied to the fate of foreign influence, eventually pro-

moted indignation from the Iranian people. This was made worse by class-related
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divisions between those who identified with a modern construction of Iranian nation-

alism and those who identified with tradition and Islam. Coupled with an economic

recession, inflation, urban overcrowding, and government policies that hurt the ma-

jority of Iranian people, glaring income gaps and Western-style consumption gave

rise to strong opposition (168). Ruhollah Musavi Khomeini in early 1963 vocalized

a new path by criticizing the monarchy’s corruption, its neglect of the poor, and its

failures to uphold Iran’s sovereignty in its relationship with foreign powers (p. 191).

His criticism against the Pahlavi regime led to his brief exile, but Khomeini was soon

the leading political figure opposed to the shah.

Khomeini’s influence attracted nationalists and intellectuals by addressing pop-

ular grievances and avoiding declarations on issues that might divide his followers.

When ousted from the country, his politics went with him and in many senses so did

his followers. Many Iranian students and others living abroad could plan future ac-

tion (p. 191). Students were a great political threat both in Iran and abroad. With a

rapidly expanding university system and a large population of students discontented

with the future and prospects of Iran, students frequently took to protesting. On the

campuses, in Iran a variety of political persuasions were represented, notably Marxist

groups and religious leftists (p. 218). These groups were also thriving abroad. In

the 1970s over one hundred thousand Iranian students were out of the country at

one time, and many of them opposed the Iranian government (p. 218).

Iranian student groups abroad were among the first to awaken some in the West

to the activities of the repressive Pahlavi regime and to gain support and raise

awareness of human rights violations (p. 219). From these groups sporadic battles

against Mohammad Reza Shah’s regime took place. The shah’s military and SAVAK

fought with bands of civilians and students who were seeking regime changes (p. 231).

With a combined force of the traditional middle class, especially the bazaaris and
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the clergy, the modern middle class along with the guerrilla fighters, most of whom

were college students, brought about a successful revolution (Abrahamian, 1982).

By 1977 a revolutionary heterogeneous coalition with diverging grievances but

united by the common thread of disdain for state policies gave protests clout; these

actions only intensified external factors associated with the revolution (Bonine, 1997).

Throughout the 1977-1978 period Khomeini’s popularity grew, and the return of op-

positionists from abroad and the revival of protest in Iran encouraged the revolution.

On January 16, 1979, Mohammad Reza at the behest of the Prime Minister boarded

the plane to take him out of Iran. By February 11, 1979 the revolution culminated

in widespread enthusiasm for the transfer of power to the coalition of Khomeini

and his followers (Keddie & Richard, 2003). The main task after the handover of

power was the drafting of a new constitution, which prompted a struggle between

Khomeini and his disciples and, on the other hand, more liberal Muslim support-

ers (Abrahamian, 2008). Khomeini’s vision was a republic that would be Islamic in

name but democratic in content. The conflict ceded to the latter, Islamic governance

with 99% voting yes for the Islamic Republic (p. 157). The Islamic revolution was

unique in that it brought to power not a new social group with new political parties

and a secular ideology, but a traditional clergy (Abrahamian, 1982). The success of

the Islamic revolution put aside the notion that modernization brings secularization,

and that urbanization inevitably strengthens the modern classes at the expense of

traditional ones (p. 531).

Under the constitution drafted from the perspective of the traditional clergy, the

supreme religious authority oversaw the work of the president and all state o�cials.

The Supreme Leader was commander-in-chief, lead jurist and confirmed the election

of presidents. The right to veto bills, pass legislation, and appoint court judges was

all under the guidance of the Koran (Abrahamian, 2008). The Guardian Council is
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the most influential body it consists of six theologians appointed by the Supreme

Leader and six jurists nominated by the judiciary and approved by parliament. The

constitution, however, did give some important concession to democracy. The general

electorate was given the authority to choose through secret and direct balloting the

president, the Majles (the Islamic consultative assembly), the provincial and local

councils as well as the Assembly of Experts. The president, elected every four years

and limited to two terms, was defined as the ”chief executive” and the highest o�cial

authority after the Supreme Leader (p. 162). The presence of these democratic

clauses was representative of the revolutionary movement, since not only had it been

carried out under the banner of Islam, but also in response to demands for ”liberty,

equality, and social justice” (p. 164).

The constitution also incorporated many populist promises such as citizen pen-

sions, unemployment benefits, disability pay, decent housing, medical care, and

free secondary education. It promised to encourage home ownership and eliminate

poverty, unemployment, vice, hoarding and private monopolies and inequality, in-

cluding between men and women (p. 166). The revolution changed fundamentally

the power structure by taking power from what had once been a diverse social revo-

lution to a state based on a powerful clerical institution (Keddie & Richard, 2003).

The promises of social change for Iranians were diverted in the course of a few years.

During the fledging years of the Islamic Republic, those who helped bring about the

collapse of the Pahlavi regime, the students, were attacked. In the 1980s universities

were think tanks of ideological debate. Khomeini supported a campaign to eradicate

the universities of ”rebel” leftists (p. 250). At this juncture, Khomeini began the

Cultural Revolution movement, which violently removed, requested and required any

leftist to vacate the university system. A total shutdown of the university system for

three years stalled Iran’s cultural and intellectual life and achievement, interrupting
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the education and professional livelihood of many and encouraged further emigration

by students, teachers, and other professionals (p. 250). In the midst of such dramatic

shift in polices, and as the new government worked further on developing the Repub-

lic, Iraq invaded Iran. The Iran-Iraq war of 1980-1988 provided the fledgling regime

with highly potent national support; even those who were against the government

were willing to rally behind it (Abrahamian, 2008). The war became a patriotic as

well as a religion-inspired revolutionary conflict, but it took hundreds of thousands

of lives and served as a distraction while the government established a conservative

Islamic state (p. 180). The disenchantment of many Iranians with the revolutionary

policies and the war with Iraq provoked many to leave.

2.3 Space, Place, & Culture

The key to the understanding of any society lies in the observations of socially adept

human creatures figuring out what other creatures of the same sort are doing to

and with those around them. Conventional accounts of ethnicity, even when used to

describe cultural di↵erences in settings where people from di↵erent regions live side

by side, rely on an unproblematic link between identity and place. By analyzing the

movement of migrants, Akhil Gupta and James Ferguson (1997) reevaluated ideas

about culture and identity. They proposed a conceptual framework that cultural

di↵erences are conveyed by the understandings of how ”us” and ”otherness” relates

to people’s desire for identification (p. 44). In the case of the Iranian-American

community, the argument is, Iranians must learn to know who they are by where

they are from. Iranian-American identity is tied to another territory, a place; the

Iranian Diaspora has a↵ected how their identities are bonded, framed, and sensed.

Gupta et al. (1997), in describing the formation of transnational cultural identi-
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ties as the displacement of identity and culture from the nation, give the diasporic

condition a broader definition of alternatives for approaching the topic of cross cul-

tural identity. The Iranian-American community moves along a gradient that reflects

a culture and society as one national identity that is tied to a national marker. The

Iranian Diaspora reflects the spaces of belonging to an imagined community, bind-

ing identity to a spatial location through a systemic development that inscribes and

re-territorializes space in the global political economy (p. 90). To capture the devel-

opment of the diasporic conditions, Iranian migrants are tied to the global system

of production, distribution, and late capitalism and are therefore part of the process

of migration, displacements and de-territorialization, all of which are increasingly

sundering the fixed associations between identity, culture, and place.

2.4 Funds of Knowledge

Through exploring the ways of being in and belonging to the Iranian-American com-

munity, I theorize two points: (a) cultural transformations and cultural preservations

are social processes, which birth the socio-cultural evolution of who we are- that can

be found in the everyday and using the dynamic combination of funds of knowl-

edge and funds of identity, (b) the historically collected, culturally developed, and

socially shared resources are vital for a person’s self-definition, self-expression, and

self-understanding. Building on the work of Gonzalez, Moll, & Amanti’s (2005) with

Saubich & Esteban (2011), in which they cite that the accumulation of beliefs, such

as ideas, skills, and abilities are each anchored from the experiences we all have with

our families including extended family, friends, and community involvement. Each of

these variables is embedded in our households. Such that, who we are and what we

are becoming is a byproduct of the shared cultural bound stories and cultural beliefs
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from family. Funds of identity, an already complex concept, still take place in house-

holds. Particularly the forms of life that are social, or as a cultural matrix. Such

behaviors determine the customs, habits, and languages of a given culture (Bagnoli,

A., 2004; Poveda, et. al., 2007; Gonzlez, Moll & Amanti, 2005; Esteban, Guitart &

Moll 2014; Saubich, Esteban, & Guitart, 2011).

Iranian-American communities transfer the variables described above and like

pieces of a puzzle can take parts of American culture into their own cultural prac-

tices. The question then is by what means (if any) do they maintain the symbolic

traits of Iranian heritage’ The Iranian-American community actively seeks to con-

struct and promote celebrations of Persian cultural festivities and folkway (Mobasher,

2006). Such strong cultural fault lines and the need for solidifying cultural origins

that deeper sense of loss of the homeland that has resulted in stronger adhesions

to identity with the past may be due to the diasporic conditions. Iranian culture

in America is tied to the relationship of symbolic cultural power (Bourdieu, 1991).

To reveal these connections, the funds of knowledge/identity approach demonstrates

how families reach self-understanding and communicate that understanding to oth-

ers. By examining Persian culture and traditions, this approach sheds new light

on the cultural transformations and cultural preservations valued among the second

generation of Iranian-Americans.

Households are naturally rich in accumulating knowledge, behaviors, practical

skills, language, and cultural beliefs. The funds of knowledge and identity are a pro-

cess of the everyday, working together in which families unconsciously or consciously

engage one another. That is, the goal is understanding the family’s perceptions,

perspectives, and gathering the story of their lives as it pertains to cultural preser-

vation and transformation. The sociocultural dynamics of funds of knowledge and

identity serve as a means to share history, cultural identities, ancestry, and common
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historical experiences creating cultural codes for meaning making.

In paying close attention to funds of knowledge and identity models, we gain

considerable insight into how children, communities, and schooling accumulate and

utilize these abilities. This knowledge and these skills and abilities are cultural

resources for teaching, learning, and engaging with the host society. Documenting

through funds of knowledge and an identity lens might help yield greater insight on

immigrant households. Examining daily life with funds of knowledge and identity

can potentially o↵er a glimpse into the wider significance of seemingly mundane

activities and routines.

2.5 Cultural Memory

Identity becomes a production, which is never complete, always in process and not

crystal clear or trouble-free. Undoubtedly, Iranian-Americans grapple with their

identity and the importance of their cultural memory. The Iranian-American com-

munity seeks to construct and maintain a successful cross-cultural and cross-linguistic

identity. The common bonds reflected and created within the community are lin-

guistic and historical identification; these are an important source of individual and

group protection against the forces of assimilation. The concepts of the past are

a↵ected by the mental images we employ to solve present problems, so that collec-

tive memory is essentially a reconstruction of the past in the light of the present

(Halbwachs, 1992).

Collective memory (Halbwachs, 1992) suggests the past is embedded in an individ-

ual and within societies’ consciousness, therefore the mechanisms of memory shape

collective remembrance. Beliefs bind societies together through publically acknowl-

edged symbols, and rites and culture connect every one of its individual subjects on
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the basis of shared norms and stories to the experience of a commonly inhabited

meaningful world (Halbwachs, & Coser, 1992). Iranians coming to the United States

carried with them a rich cultural background and a strong sense of history (Mahdi,

1998), which in many cases is reflected as a type of harmonious sentimentality of

belonging to a glorified historical past (Hanaway, 1993).

Memory, though, can be such a multifarious notion, an ambiguous term reflecting

and synthesizing the nature of heritage, culture, language and traditions; therefore,

these variables along with identity are not monolithic. The link of memory serves

as a connection to become aware and interpret the dynamics within time as an in-

strumental part of constructing narrative identity (Open University. & Hall, 1997).

Collective memory, although clearly having subjective and interpretive aspects, is

not arbitrary. It is, rather, closer to observed reality than subconscious and thus in-

terpretations and usages are constrained and disciplined by such reality (Boroujerdi,

1998).

Memory needs continuous feeding from collective sources and is sustained by

social and moral props. Myth and legend gain the power to preserve (and, in fact,

immortalize) history by assuming the perseverance of a people whose struggles are

manifested within these legends and define and symbolize the values of the culture (p.

34). For a society to become conscious of memory and to maintain strong historical

sentimentality, the group must construct an ideal (p. 52). Further illuminating the

theory of collective cultural memory, Daryush Shayegan (1992) argues that societies

cannot simply transport their identity into another cultural framework without first

experiencing it. Such an analysis, applied in the context of immigration, constitutes

the di�culty of straddling multi-identities. When a moment of radical change reveals

a struggle in maintaining identity, a great need to restore that cultural identity in

the face of losing a national identity emerges (Shayegan, 1992). Therefore, people
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turn toward the past in the hope of escaping the chaotic age of modernity, a term

Shayegan refers to as cultural schizophrenia where identity is fractured and can no

longer be sustained in a fixed construct, such as through historical traditions (p.

121).

In recognizing that a society with historical traditions requires constant remem-

brance, the mass of individuals who compose such memory also create the ideas

that inform the society (Lemert, 1993). The creative nature of transporting identity

through narratives and myths serves as more than a chronicle of events, it consists

rather of retelling cast in varied disguises to form a collective memory (Tyson, 2006).

Constructing collective memories through narrative has informed Iranian struggles

of self-determination, liberty, independence, security and identity. Such stories are

certainly common within all cultural contexts, and Iran’s historical narratives are no

exception.

Emerging out of the 1979 Islamic revolution is the twenty-first century story of

the Green Movement. Iranian scholar Hamid Dabashi (2010) declares that the na-

ture and the disposition of the Green Movement has been the most significant event

in modern Iranian history. The Green Movement was a political uprising in the

streets of Tehran against President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad involving oppositionist

and reformists leaders; it was led by presidential candidate Mir-Hossein Moussavi,

who accused the of government of fraud and manipulation in the 2009 presidential

elections in Iran. In this narrative the experience transcends time and space through

the memories of past historical uprisings so that the nature of this movement rep-

resents how a society recreates awareness while empathizing with the past (Lemert,

1993). The Green Movement in Iran had global ramifications; the phenomenon of

the movement of people, information, and images taken from the streets of Tehran

shook the foundation of the Islamic Republic. The strong connections of collective
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memory were manifested in the iconic video taken of the killing of Neda Aghda-

Soltan, which exposed the Islamic Republic’s brutal crackdown on demonstrators

(Mortensen, 2011).

While Aghda-Soltan’s death was transformed into a narrative, her image soon

symbolized a greater cause and struggle. These strong notions of collective identity

merging with the image of Soltan imply notions of shared culture, shared history, cul-

tural identities, ancestry, and common historical experiences, thus creating cultural

codes for meaning making that link collective memory (Langenbacher, 2010). Those

complex historical factors are part and parcel of the understanding of all known facts

found in a society (Fleck, 1979). Therefore, facts become functions of thoughts in

place and time, much like the heroic fate of millions of young Iranian men and women

who were suddenly juxtaposed against the fate of the young Neda Aghda-Soltan. The

Green Movement was a collective memory and Iranians the world over experienced

it through these conceptual categories; the instrumental part of the narrative was a

shared history, identity, and memory (Erll, 2008).

These historical narratives have become a collective memory of injustice and

outrage. The seminal events on which collective memories rest still involve debating

and institutionalizing an appropriate cultural memory and collective identity for

future generations. The necessity of collective memory, therefore, as a shared attitude

and becoming a part of a wider belief have influenced the values and outcomes of the

collective memory in Iran and for the diasporic Iranian community (Langenbacher,

2010). The implied understanding of the past and the present suggests that these

events were representative of knowledge that situates collective memory. The voices

of these narratives express the values and interpretation of the collective memory

within Iran as a more dynamic and flexible space than using solely concrete historical

documents (Hanaway, 1993). The meaning between memory and narrative serves
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as a connection to become aware and interpret the dynamics within time as an

instrumental part of constructing identity (Hall, 1997). Maurice Halbwachs (1980)

furthers the concept by noting that memories are evoked when a personal connection

is made to them. ”Iranian culture”- that nebulous, ill-defined collection of shifting

practices, habits and codes that loosely links communications and networks of people

from point A, B to C, is a part of the wider community of cultural practices of

remembering.

2.6 Language & Symbolic Power

With the rapid change in the multilingual and multicultural character of our world,

ethnic communities across the United States strive to maintain their heritage culture.

Safdar et. al. (2009) discuss how immigrants have resilience and resources to protect

them against acculturative stress (p. 470). Immigrants demonstrate and manage the

acculturation process by maintaining their heritage language despite facing multiple

disruptions and confronting a number of threats to their identity (Saba et al., 2009).

Focusing on the attitudes toward maintenance of their heritage culture shows the

validity of preserving the heritage language by not subscribing to the assimilationist

ideology of the United States, in particular (p. 473). As a result of these accultura-

tion variations, the maintenance of the original culture and the acquisition of the new

one results in two types of adaptation that are applicable to the sociocultural skills

and cultural learning of Iranian immigrants (p. 469). Negotiating a diasporic iden-

tity, in language, cultural relevance and tools for cultural translation underlies the

understandings in the ways people represent and interact through their experience.

For many in the Iranian diaspora, speaking Persian has become increasingly akin

to retaining Persian identity. As a result, cultural institutions aimed at mainte-
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nance of Iranian culture and, fundamentally, language, can be found in almost every

big city with a large population of Iranian immigrants (Modarresi, 2001). Within

the Iranian-American community, capital is represented in preservation of Iranian

culture and language. Most Iranian immigrants see the Persian language as the

fundamental element of Iranian identity; this is referred to as the development of a

linguistic market where language is symbolic power (Bourdieu, 1991). The accumula-

tion of symbolic capital constitutes social and cultural advantages and disadvantages

(Bourdieu, 1991).

Identity formation even with language is not a singular monolithic thing. Bour-

dieu (1991) suggests that languages exist because they’re practical– having one is

like having a mutual understanding, or habitus (p. 80). A habitus is the life choices,

values, dispositions and expectations of an individual or where one belongs to a com-

munity; such social groups can incubate identity formation (p. 46). Belonging to a

particular habitus may also preserve who you are, with notions of conformity, such as

when an identity is at a crisis point. The memories of a time past that revive cultural

values and nationality can be condensed onto this platform (Woodward, 1997).

The United States has a highly diverse population with multiple language groups

that embody a strategic reservoir of untapped skills. Capabilities of being bilingual

benefit the speakers, as their languages can fit with the social, economic, and geopo-

litical areas of the transnational global world (Valdes, 2001). The development of

such instruments of power creates a linguistic market where, outside of any formal

mechanism, there exist limits, limits that push those without the particular language

proficiencies out of the loop; suddenly, language is symbolic power (Bourdieu, 199).

Parental educational attainments, coupled with financial contributions toward aca-

demic achievement, demonstrate the strong cultural a�liations that help enhance

the cultural and social capital (Bozorgmehr & Douglas 2011, Mehdi 2008).
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In the early 2000s, Iranian-Americans were the third most highly educated im-

migrant group in the United States with half of the population holding a bachelor’s

degree or higher (Mobasher, 2006). A large percentage of Iranian-born American im-

migrants are educated and education-bound. Over 50,000 were enrolled in schools;

68.8% of these were university students in (U.S. Census, 2002). In an independent

survey of 3,849 Iranian-Americans conducted by the Iranian Studies Group at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), 48% responded that education was

the single most important factor in deciding where to live in the U.S. (Iranian Stud-

ies Group, 2004). Since many heritage language learners lose their language by the

third generation, it becomes essential to identify and study the ways that Iranian

Americans are retaining their heritage language and the domains to which these are

relevant (Valdes, 2001).

High educational levels in the Iranian American community correspond to flu-

ent bilingualism, which in turn corresponds to parental high social cultural capital.

In general, as Bozorgmehr & Daniels (2011) have uncovered, immigrant profession-

als and entrepreneurs whose settlement patterns are concentrated tend to be fluent

bilinguals (speaking their native language at home and English outside). Speaking

Persian therefore is indicative of power; the language, then, represents equivalent

symbolic and linguistic capital (p. 78).

Languages might be seen as living organisms, as instruments of thought, each

unique language embodying a unique culture, knowledge and understanding of hu-

manity as well as the self. Although only briefly presented, one point, I hope is clear:

if people lose their heritage languages, it will be di�cult for them to understand

their history. Without history there is no connection with the cultural knowledge

that ties together generations, communities, and the world. We can look at human

behavior in the packaged form of identity, cultural memory, power, and place and the
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consequences of that as people adapt to new societal expectations while traversing

sets of traditional systems of belief and behaviors that are shared with other mem-

bers of any given society. Maintaining and preserving one’s heritage language also

maintains a sense of belonging through language.

We are living in a biologically and culturally yet increasingly interconnected di-

verse Earth. With such diversity and with new modes of transportation, technology,

and communication, interactions among people are continuous and global. However,

immigration changes many of these factors. Suddenly, the ties of the homeland be-

come loose as one becomes mobile. Immigrants, and in this case Iranian immigrants,

faced with the loss of language, have through social solidarity shared and continued

preservation of Persian cultural and Persian linguistic identity.
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Chapter 3

Research Methodology

This section on the methodology reflects on the theoretical foundation of conducting

qualitative research to analyze immigrants and describe the interplay between the

process of building links and relationships at the material and cultural levels from the

sending and receiving countries. To reveal these connections, the funds of knowledge

and funds of identity approach demonstrates how families reach self-understanding

and communicate that understanding to others. Here I will present a descriptive

overview of the various sections, starting with a discussion of the epistemological and

methodological rationale for the selection of methods I used in the study, followed

by an outline about the participants and the instruments employed for the data

collection. Next, there will be a description of the rationale for data analysis. This

section will conclude with a discussion of the researcher’s reflexivity.

3.1 Epistemological and Methodological Rationale

The selection of suitable methodology as a general approach in studying research

topics is vital because it helps the researcher to establish the conceptual framework

concerning how to conduct a study of issues with real people. This is a study of

people, of how people make sense of the world around them and, because people are

complicated, there exists a methodological problem in social and educational studies.

Mainly, when research involves humans inherently trying to piece together and un-

derstand human attitudes and choices it is wrought with complications. Unforeseen

behaviors that may adversely a↵ect the research, in this case, those included Iranian-
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American forms of etiquette, such as ta’arof (an Iranian form of civility emphasizing

both deference and social rank). Therefore, there is always a need for methodological

flexibility; with the study at hand such elasticity was immediately necessary. Being

interested in not only the physical events and behaviors but also making sense of

these, while understanding the influences on behavior is the complexity of the hu-

man nature and the phenomena at hand. Therefore, due to these conditions, a more

interpretive method of analysis was adopted (Maxwell, 2005).

The research is especially suited for interpretive qualitative analysis because in

order to gain an accurate understanding, I needed to elicit meaning from my par-

ticipants especially their situations and experiences which drew my understanding

of the participant perspective. Furthermore, due to the nature of the small number

interviewed, a total of 7 individuals, the events, actions and meanings of each are

shaped by the unique circumstances of the participants (p. 22). Understanding how

Iranian-American communities transfer elements of American culture into their own

cultural practices and whether and how they maintain the symbolic traits of Iranian

heritage must recognize the processes of the social and cultural mechanisms at work.

Quantitative approaches were applied when relating the term funds of identity

from Saubich & Esteban (2011) by exploring the culture-bound stories, technologies,

documents and discourses which people internalize and construct in order to make

sense of the events in their life (p. 84). When it comes to the human condition, I

applied the cultural-historical (Vygotsky) theory as this theory acknowledges how

social experiences and cultural tools shape the way in which humans look at the world

and contour their perceptions of how the world operates and, consequently, their

experience. The Iranian diasporic culture can be considered through a Vygotskyian

cultural historical lens; this involves a consideration of the process of connecting the

social, and psychological dimensions of life (Van der Veer & Valsiner, 1991). People
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process a set of symbolic codes or cultural systems where these ”tools” are used

to derive the meaning that is encoded in them. One means of utilizing the social

context and symbolically presenting ”tools” is through education, which serves as

cultural and social capital and continues to be a symbol of success for individuals in

the Iranian society.

3.2 Rationale

A case study such as this o↵ers a continued narrative on the benefits of funds of

knowledge in society, as well as on the funds of identity, a di�cult concept to define,

but one that still impregnates the very socio-cultural fabric of self. This scholarship

on the transformations and preservations of cultural heritage and hybrid identity of

Iranian-Americans looks to unravel the seemingly formulaic mode of acculturation

of Iranian-Americans, which the literature suggests. For example, most Iranian-

Americans seem to be defying the standard model of acculturation that while first-

generation immigrants make an e↵ort to retain elements of their native culture, the

second generation tries only minimally to adopt its parental culture. By the third

generation, most of the retention of their native culture is usually just symbolic e↵orts

(Portes, 1996). Instead, Iranian-Americans are seen to be borrowing with ease from

both cultures and are displaying instead a type of ”bicultural” or ”transnational”

trajectory. I conducted participant observations and interviews in households and

other settings in order to find meaning and understanding of the Iranian culture in

America. Iranian-Americans, particularly the second and third generation, are at a

juncture of constructing an identity whose familial ties retain the strong connections

to Iran, but whose experiences are based in America.
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3.3 Questions

The research context that inspired me to embark on the journey hails from the

groundbreaking study of funds of knowledge, the idea that the fluidity of human

knowledge and skills acquired through life experience or education is constant. The

research is modeled after funds of knowledge and funds of identity, whose founda-

tional base provides the structure to discover these funds streaming into all aspects of

life, whether in households, within the community, with friends or at school. These

skills and knowledge are amassed for a variety of reasons for the functioning of a

specific profession or simply communicated as daily packages of information. These

parcels are naturally dispersed among members of the household just as represen-

tations of identity are measured and shaped by the cultural elements surrounding

familial life. Funds of identity, an already complex concept, still takes place in par-

ticular forms of life, whether social or as a cultural matrix, which determines the

customs, habits and languages of a given culture. The culturally bound stories that

originate and are distributed within a family household are the forms of funds that

people internalize and construct in order to make sense of their lives (Bagnoli, A.,

2004; Gonzlez, Moll & Amanti, 2005; Esteban, Guitart & Moll 2014; Saubich &Es-

teban 2011). Looking at the ways Iranian-American families live, how they know

things, how they share knowledge, and how they build relationships, will facilitate

comprehension of the importance of Persian culture and traditions, and also the

cultural transformations and cultural preservations that are valued by the second

generation.

The quantitative methods are driven from previous research based on the funds of

identity approach. The approach seeks to observe an already complex concept, but

acknowledges identity can still take place in particular forms of life, whether social
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Funds of knowledge and funds identity approaches guided by four questions.

1. How do second generation Iranian-Americans generate and build upon the mul-
tiple forms of knowledge from their households and community and how do funds
of identity reinforce Persian heritage and culture?

2. How do Iranian-American communities transfer pieces of American culture into
their own cultural practices and by what means (if any) they maintain the symbolic
traits of Iranian heritage?

3. Do the cultural mediated tools employed in the Iranian Diaspora continue to for-
mulate and produce the new cultural and hybrid identity of the second generation?

4. How do the families know things, how do they share knowledge, and how do they
build relationships?

5. What are the Persian culture and tradition, the cultural transformations and
cultural preservations that are valued by the second generation?

Table 3.1. The questions are a measure to reveal these connections, the ”funds of
knowledge” and ”funds of identity”.

or as a cultural matrix, which determines the customs, habits and languages of a

given culture. The culturally bound stories that originate and are distributed within

a family household are the forms of funds that people internalize and construct in

order to make sense of their lives (Bagnoli, A., 2004; Gonzlez, et al., 2005; Esteban,

Guitart & Moll 2014; Saubich & Esteban, 2011).

The quantitative methods employed in this study were: self-portrait, a self-

definition task, and assessment of family artifacts (Bagnoli, 2009; Corbin et. al.

2008; Poveda, Casla et. al., 2007).

• Self-portrait: This is an arts-based projective technique adopted from Bagnoli

(2009) in the context of a project on young people and their identities. The

method encourages participant reflexivity and getting them to think holistically
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about their identities and lives by presenting the participant with paper and

markers and asking them to show who they are now in their lives and then to

add the people and things they consider important at that moment (p. 550).

• Self-definition: Using a long-standing psychological and sociological test, Twenty

Statement Test-TST (a method of generating self-designations and helps iden-

tify who one really is or how one identifies), I will have 10 numbered blanks with

the basic question, ”Who am I?” (Saubich & Esteban 2011). After writing the

ten responses, participants will be asked to place them in order of importance.

• Assessment of the family artifacts: Creating a table to assess the families’

cultural tools or artifacts, which was adopted from Gonzalez & Patino (2011).

Cultural tools include physical objects, abstract knowledge, beliefs, values, and

observable patterns of behavior such as family routines and social practices

that provide resources for people’s development. The aim is to record the

most relevant artifacts a family uses in their day-to-day lives. In terms of

cultural psychology (Cole, 1996; Moll, 1990, 2014), culture consists of social

practices involving material and symbolic tools that accumulate through time

and are passed on through social interactions, providing resources for people’s

development.

3.4 Selection of Participants

Over a period of 6 months, I recruited my participants through a purposeful, snowball

sampling technique. By using the rich and diverse networks already established

in New York, both through personal and professional a�liations– through friends,

school (Columbia, NYU, and CUNY), Facebook, and friends of friends, I was first
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able to contact various people who indicated interest via email, then a phone call

to discuss a mutually agreed upon location for our first meeting (e.g., their homes,

workplaces, or cafes).

(Potential Participant):

Dear XXXX
Now that the school is closed and my parents are gone, we could arrange the visit. It should be
before July 16, since XXX is going away that day.
Thanks,
XXXXX
(Me): Dear XXXX,
How are you? Yes, summer vacation is finally here we are all happy and ready to start enjoying
some needed time o↵. I have amended the interview process; we could meet by Skype for a 40-
minute interview. Or If you are eager and interested in the direct hands-on engagements and
moreover to be included in my project we can try this week or the first week of Sept. Personally,
the skype session is really easy for my participants, at least according to what they have told
me. Do let me know your thoughts!
I wish you and your lovely family a fantastic summer!
Best,
XXXX
(Potential Participant):

Thank you, I hope you are enjoying the summer too. Skype sounds good. We are available in
weekdays if it works for you as well.
Love,
XXX
(Me): Fantastic! Any day this week works for me. Let me know when we can skype and I will
send you my ID.
Thanks!!
(Potential Participant): Tomorrow is good.
(Me): What time works for you?
(Potential Participant): I will be at work till 4. Can we do it at 4:30?
(Me): Great 430 it is.
Please have those who are participating in the interview sign the consent form- you can scan
the form and email it to me.
I sent you a skype friend request
(Potential Participant): I just left work. Can we make it at 7? Thanks. Sorry.

(Potential Participant): I am really sorry! I feel horrible that all the time something is

happening! Honestly, I wanted to be home when you will do the Skype and this week is my first

week at new job and my parents left on Tuesday so everything was up and down! I am taking

the kids to beach after work today , give me couple of time frames that I can fit our time with

it! Thank you and sorry again!
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Despite these e↵orts and the overwhelming enthusiasm from multiple families to

readily engage in the project, the end results were barely satisfactory. Indeed, when

pressed to meet, talk, and or visit, the eager parents instead gave me excuses. I

had considered that one or two families might come up with reasons not to meet

long before the work started. However, I was not prepared for the disproportionate

number of families who did not engage with the project, but continued still to contact

me to set up dates, times to meet but inevitably ended up canceling. I have likened

the issues I faced with the Iranian families with an Iranian custom of ta’arof. In this

regard, ta’arof is a form of ritual-courtesy or politeness. Certainly, this courtesy to

agree to engage in the project but then politely come up with reasons not to can be

seen in multiple exchanges I had with several of the families. For example, here is

one such case via an email exchange. After several weeks of setting up meeting days

and times the family changed them at the last minute.

As implied in each correspond, the courtesy and politeness ensue, but ta’arof

like a dance, manifests itself in these communications as a set of behavioral codes.

In theoretical terms, ta’arof is a ritualized system of formal politeness materialized

through verbal and nonverbal acts of mutual deference. Seen in other forms, ta’arof

can at once demarcate and level social hierarchies, often based on seniority and

status. Colloquially, ta’arof is the enactment of ”hyper-politeness” (Maghbouleh,

2013).

Therefore, I worked with only one Iranian-American household- a husband who

was born in Pakistan, a wife (born in Iran) and their U.S. born children. In selecting

other participants for the study, my selection was contingent upon engaging with

adult Iranian-Americans where one or both of the parents would have been born

in Iran and considered to be of Iranian descent and who themselves were either

born here or brought to the U.S. as children but were second-generation. For the
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purposes of this research, the families represent those Iranians who migrated after

the Iranian revolution and subsequent political events fleeing the country in the early

1980s, 1990s and early 2000s. This group is made up of the political elite, religious

minorities, secular Muslims and draft-age men escaping the Iran-Iraq war.

Furthermore, those who migrated were middle to upper class professionals who

succeeded in exporting their wealth, education, and experiences. These Iranian im-

migrants were economically prosperous, inclined to Western influence, and belonged

to Iran’s predominantly secular middle class (Shavarini, 2004). The time frame

for migration is important because, overall, the literature shows that parents, and

middle-class parents in particular, consult a variety of resources such as popular

parenting literature, expert advice, and childcare professionals for determining their

sociocultural perspective and language strategies (King & Fogle, 2006). Therefore,

the perspectives from second-generation Iranian-Americans would have been influ-

enced by the strategies from the home and from their personal experiences with the

Iranian culture, identity and language(s) (King & Fogle, 2006b).

The selected participants received an informal letter (Appendix A) and informed

consent form (Appendix B) to sign, confirming their participation in the research

and to assure them of their right to anonymity and confidentiality.

The middle-to-upper class Iranian-American families were chosen for this study

because of their unique experiences of incorporation. The members of the Iranian-

American community seek to construct and maintain a successful cross-cultural and

cross-linguistic identity. The common bonds reflected and created are linguistic

and historical identification; these became an important source of individual and

group protection against the forces of assimilation (Safdar et al., 2009). As a result

of these acculturation variations, the maintenance of the original culture and the

acquisition of the new one follow two types of adaptation, visible through the ways
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Name Age Status

Omid 20-30 Second-Generation

Zagros 20-30 Second-Generation

Pari 30-40 Second-Generation

Haleh 30-40 First-Generation

Laleh 13 Second-Generation

Hadi 9 Second-Generation

Ali 20-30 Second-Generation

Table 3.2. Participants (All participant names are pseudonyms)

Iranian-Americans have maintained their constructed Iranian identity. One way

is seen within the private domain of the home among trusted family and friends.

Second is publicly embracing the American civic culture, but not subscribing to the

assimilationist ideology of the U.S.

3.5 Interviews

For this study, the primary model I used was a series of five one-on-one semi-

structured, open-ended interviews probing participant experiences with Persian her-

itage and culture, their cultural practices and the means by which they maintain Ira-

nian heritage that included but are not limited to the valued cultural preservations

employed. This type of research model focuses more on the subjective experiences

of the participant than on the outer structure (Seidman, 2006). By understanding

the participants subjective experiences, I am giving them a chance to reconstruct

their experience according to their sense of what was or is important unguided by
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the interviewer (me). Through this form of investigation, the meaning and the im-

pact of their experiences are reflected, which is important for Iranian-Americans. Its

value cannot be understated because the migratory process for Iranians, whether as

youth or as adults, tends to be complex, and a↵ected by the political and histori-

cal contexts of the last 30 years. The interview questions were meant to illicit life

history and with this style of open-ended questioning I was able to explore these

life histories with the participants (p. 85). The process was intended to establish

trust in a non-threatening manner and a comfortable environment. During the in-

terviews, the participants responded to one general question that was followed by

probing questions toward the overall arching five research questions. I encouraged

the participants to elaborate on their responses.

Due to the unique nature of the research, that is one group of participants was

a family of four whereas the three other participants were single individuals, each

interview varied slightly. The interviews were scheduled according to the preferences

of the participants, the family and I met at their home, two interviews were con-

ducted on Skype and one was conducted in a co↵ee shop around the tristate area.

The interviews were undertaken in English and lasted between 1-2 hours, recorded

on an iPod, and transcribed verbatim in the corresponding color-coded journal of

each participant. At the first session, I thanked the family and each participant and

reminded each of the purposes of the research. I was adamant to assure them that

anonymity and confidentiality would be maintained, and more importantly, the right

of the household and each participant to withdraw from the study at any time. Fur-

thermore, I stressed the reason and need for the audio recording and the transcription

of the sessions.

I used the scheduled second interview session to ask the participants demographic

information. This included age, country of birth, primary language, why their par-
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ents migrated (Iranian parents) and how many times the interviewee had visited

Iran. The participants were encouraged to add other details of life histories, which

were not covered during our first session. The second interview lasted an hour and

followed the same protocol as the first. The final interview, the third session, was

conducted on Skype and lasted an hour for all those engaged in the research. At this

session I explored the issues of identity in particular, the means by which the partic-

ipants could negotiate a diasporic identity, whether in language, or through cultural

relevance, and what tools for cultural translation underlie their representation and

interaction of their experiences (Interview protocol Appendix X).

3.6 Data Analysis

In order to capture the complexities of meaning within my textual data set, I applied

thematic analysis to interpret this research. Thematic analysis is primarily a tool

used to describe and explain the implicit and explicit ideas within the data. These

themes help to move beyond counting words or phrases, but identify the ”meaning”

(Guest, MacQueen, & Namey, 2012). Selecting the appropriate coding methods,

a priori coding or emergent codes, and most often a combination of the two, led

the researcher to implement exploratory methods. To reveal the connections initial

coding closely examined these themes of Iranian-American construction of identity

where familial ties retain the strong connections to Iran, but whose experiences are

based in America. As a first-cycle method, an open-ended approach, initial coding

steers the researcher to remain open to all possible theoretical directions (Corbin &

Strauss, 2008), thereby providing the opportunity to reflect deeply on the textual

contents and nuances of the data. I then employed In Vivo Coding to capture the

voice of the participants and enhance the understanding of the Iranian-American
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socio-cultural experiences.

The design and plan for a particular analysis depends mostly on the general ap-

proach. Therefore, to obtain a consistent and systematic method, I first transcribed

the audio recordings of the interviews verbatim. I then coded and sub-coded the

data across the interviews by categories based on the research questions and the

units of analysis (Corbin & Strauss, 2008; Maxwell, 2005; Seidman, 2006). The

units of analysis I used are 1) Persian cultural heritage as opposed to Iranian nation-

alism 2) Family connectedness and the importance of Persian culture and traditions

3) Community ties and cultivating and disseminating the Persian culture through

celebrations of Persian cultural festivities and folkways 4) Self-identity/ hybridity

displaying a type of ”bicultural” or ”transnational” trajectory, borrowing with ease

from both cultures American and Persian. 5) Persian language and how it reveals

a type of trajectory Iranian-Americans are following to maintain Persian identity.

For this data set I choose to use axial and open coding, I broke apart the data and

delineated concepts looking for relationships in order to fit them into categories in

terms of their properties and dimensions. Developing a schema of di↵erent colors

that denotes a category followed by a list of concepts associated with that category.

I then explain how these fit together and what the relationships are between them

(Corbin, 2008).

After compiling a group of themes and subthemes, I created tables to further

identify the meanings. The objective was to discover culturally bound stories that

originate and are distributed within a family household, which are the forms of funds

that people internalize and construct in order to make sense of their lives.

1. Purple: identity

• But on average I consider myself American
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• I am pretty much American I was born here

• I preserve Persian culture

2. Red: Traditions

• Foods that we eat at times are Iranian

• Holiday, traditions do serve to preserve Persian symbols of identity

• Make an e↵ort to keep your Iranian identity in America

• Speaking to Iranian friends

• Iranian artifacts: many things that help me preserve Persian culture.

• Celebrating the Persian New Year

3. Dark Green: Family

• My father/mother is (religion)

• My mother/father is from (country)

• Although he (she)himself has become ”Americanized” he still contacts his

family and associates with Iranian friends.

• Subtle things he does stems from Iranian culture

• My values of higher education come from my father, who to me is the

embodiment of Persian culture.

• I know American culture more than Iranian, unfortunately, possibly be-

cause the one person who keeps me Persian (my father) is himself becom-

ing American.

4. Orange: Association and hybrid identity
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• If I am associating with ”X” people, I become ”X”

• my name is X so automatically there is some Iranian history built into

me

• If you want to be Iranian, you need to associate with Iranian people

• I think social associations and celebrations help preserve Iranian culture

• If you were to look closely you would find Iranian statues or framed art

5. Blue: Iranian-American

• More things are American in America than Iranian, obviously.

• I think for the most part you have to make an e↵ort to keep your Iranian

identity in America. Otherwise you become American.

By emphasizing process of flow of action/interaction/emotions occurring to events,

problems, or part of reaching a goal (Corbin, 2008), I attempted to deliver this as-

pect to my coding process. Especially helpful was determining my course of action by

identifying the sets of conditions I outlined beforehand. Pulling out various themes

and categories from my data and then writing a memo helped raise more questions,

inform my analysis and in turn the context. For my conceptual framework I have

looked at the way in which identity is being informed and I have noted how social

associations, traditions, holidays and family create an identity. Furthermore, life

experiences also inform identity. The codes from my data have an emerging pattern

infusing elements of Persian heritage, family connectedness, and community ties all

help in self-identifying.
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3.7 Reflexivity

In the social sciences, using interpretive and qualitative connections, the relation-

ship between the researcher and the participants can be obscured in the sense of

protecting, securing distance and avoiding contaminating the study with bias (Fine

& Weis, 2000). It is not the intention of this research study to silence the self or to

flood the textual contexts with ruminations on the researcher’s subjectivities. This

work will narrate a form of reflexivity by revealing the complex social, historical, cul-

tural and political sensitivities of the Iranian-American diasporic community with

representation and responsibilities.

It is vital, consequently, as a researcher to narrate the current geopolitical events

transpiring dramatically and drastically within the diasporic community. Current

political events in America force us to confront what I consider the xenophobic

behaviors of the American government and to critically analyze their consequences.

The rhetoric of the political bigotry and social bigotry landscape is blatant. Our

current President, Donald Trump, has attempted to implement some of the most

draconian immigration laws in over a century. With a stroke of a pen, hundreds of

thousands of people lives were disrupted, families ripped apart and careers left in

limbo by the executive order temporarily banning travelers as well as nationals from

initially seven, now six Muslim majority countries.

Representing these stories of how Iranian-Americans are held visible and invisible

in contemporary society, and how the cultural roots and cultural identities serve to

deconstruct the utility of ”I”. These accounts contribute to the Iranian diaspora’s

transformative process. Exchanges of cultural information by Iranian-Americans

have raised independent questions that relate to autonomy and cultural development,

as well as the diversity of Iranian-American immigrant success, failures, and struggles
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that provide an equal and sustainable structure for future generations.

Views about immigration policies are often shaped by views about immigrants

themselves. The Iranian-American community resists misleading claims about Iran

and Islam, which are hurtful, derogatory and hostile. If nothing else, this work re-

sponds to the negative stereotypes of Iranian-Americans and rea�rms the doctrine

that immigrants continue to lead the nation in progressive ways. Understanding the

hybridity of cultural practices through studying Iranian-American immigrant com-

munities as they relate to identity, duality, and symbolic culture, language, power,

and location is to understand the American story, the narrative of migrants, those

of the past, the present and the future; these become the histories of us. It is my

obligation in producing these narratives and as a critical ethnographer to capture

and build upon the voice of members of the Iranian-American community.
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Chapter 4

The Iranian Diaspora

”Dat’s what they say of this cauntry back home, Kath: ’America,
the land of milk and honey.’ Bot they never tell you the milk’s gone
sour and the honey’s stolen.”
(Dubus, 1999, p. 53)

4.1 Why Did They Come?

The presence of Iranian immigration is related to economic, and social factors. By

the 20th century, the push towards immigrating was related to political, and reli-

gious repression. The revolution of 1979 and subsequent political events fueled the

largest exodus of Iranians in several phases. The first phase of migrants included

students; the second phase saw those fleeing the country in the late 1970s and early

1980s. This latter group was the political elite, religious minorities, secular Muslims

and draft-age men escaping the Iran-Iraq war (Shavarini, 2004). The immigrants

who migrated and those who remained in the United States after the Revolution

were middle to upper-class professionals who succeeded in retaining their wealth,

education, and experiences. Not only did these characteristics make them, unlike

post-1965 immigrants who came to the United States with lower levels of education

and for economic reasons; they also set them apart from other refugees (Shavarini,

2004).

These di↵erences are variable because leaving a common country of origin can

metaphorically bind immigrant groups together. These ties help contribute to a

genuine sense of common identity stemming from their country of origin. Each

migrant experience is a unique expression, but for second-generation children, that
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reality bears a wholly di↵erent understanding. Migratory narratives are often told

and retold, or perhaps not told at all. Those several participants who did recount

the factors that lead their families to come to the United States were sober.

My parents came right before the revolution. My dad he was getting into

trouble during those times leading up to the revolution. His uncle told

him to get to the US and study and it was here he met my mom at a

Community College in New York. ⇠Zagros

For Pari, her retelling of the migratory story took place in the late 1990s and was

stated matter of factly, she was 17 and alone when she came to the United Stated.

”I studied one year at English school and then applied to university,” Pari said. As

a young adult, her challenge then, was developing a cultural identity not only for

herself but her second-generation children, that would be based on both her families’

culture of origin and the culture of the society in which she resided. Much of the

literature, however, indicates those Iranians who left their homeland in the period

between 1979 and 1988 and immigrated to other locations had a strong yearning to

return to Iran (41). According to Sadeghi (2006), Iranians felt that their stay was

temporary; they clung to a solely economic assimilation into American culture.

The narratives told here portray something di↵erent, because immigration phe-

nomena are complicated, and the cultural and psychological changes that result

from the contact between two cultural environments can be challenging. The ways

in which immigrant cultural identities change over time in a society of settlement is

influenced both by their ethnic community and by the larger social order, and the

character of the relationship between them (Berry, Phinney, Sam, & Vedder 2006).

Attempting to understand how families come to live within and between two societies

is often through the examination of one’s own cultural identity, such was the case
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for Zagros, whose retelling of his parents migratory trials betokened a deep heartfelt

wound when he stated that his parents had never been back to Iran.

My parents have never been back to Iran since they migrated in the early

1970s. My grandparents live here (my mother’s parents) and my dad’s

mom lives here in New York. My mom’s parents came to US when my

mom had us (Zagros and his brother) and stayed with us until high school,

then my grandparents went to stay with my mom’s older sister. My mom

has two sisters; the older sister lives here in the United States and the

other sister lives in Shiraz, Iran. On my dad’s side he has three brothers,

but I know the oldest one. My uncle from Iran came to visit and stayed

but they didn’t have children at that time when I was younger but now

they do- I don’t know them that well. They are all here now, but I am

not close to them. They came much later. ⇠Zagros

Certain tones reflect emotions and the retelling narratives certainly voice such

strong feelings. Perhaps this is due in part to the fact that the children of the

diasporic Iranian community have remained outside the spectrum of the diasporic

identity. That spectrum embraces the form of a collective feeling by Iranian peoples

of belonging to the historic lands of Iran, which evokes a sense of identity, defined

both historically and territorially, evolved from a common historical experience and

cultural tradition among the peoples who lived in Iran (Ashraf, 2006). The mixing of

per-Islamic identity or traditional ”Persian” identity with the customs accepted and

assimilated from American society are what the Iranian-American has created. Thus,

in citing the literature (Bozorgmehr & Daniels, 2011; Sadr, 2006; Shayegan, 1992)

this concept then defines the community as mainly identifying with Persian heritage,

in contrast to Persian history. An estimated one million Iranian Americans currently
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live in the United States. The majority of Iranians live in southern California,

New York City, Washington DC, and the San Francisco Bay area (Iranian Studies

Group Research Series, 2003). The literature defines a diasporic community as one

having been traumatically dispersed from their original homeland (Cohen, 2001), who

rely on a collective memory and myth about the homeland where an idealization of

the supposed ancestral home is empathized (180). The term diaspora has multiple

iterations. Iranians in America have articulated a response to their circumstances

of immigration and, more important, reinvented themselves as a distinct national

and ethnic group outside Iran (Elahi, 2011). Such strong cultural fault lines and the

need for solidifying cultural origins that deeper sense of loss of the homeland that has

resulted in stronger adhesions to identity with the past may be due to the diasporic

conditions.

4.2 Nebulous Identity

Members of the second-generation may perceive cultural identity as bi-cultural iden-

tity, either primarily ethnic, in this case, Iranian or based on an ethnic group, the Ira-

nian diasporic identity yet still maintains a balance between both. In many respects,

Iranian culture in America is tied to the relationship of symbolic cultural power

(Bourdieu, 1991). Successful mainstreaming Iranian-American identity through the

use of social media, television, music, cinema, print, social associations, and radio

reflects and shapes the experience of the Iranian diasporic consciousness and identity.

Some discernible di↵erences stood out for Ali, a second generation Iranian-American

who grapples with understandings of self and identity. Ali was born in the United

States and is around 25-30 years of age currently pursuing his PhD in engineering.

His parents are first-generation immigrants. His father was born and raised in Iran
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and his mother is from Argentina and moved to the United States between the late

1970s and early 1980s. One or both parents are in professional fields.

In some ways my cultural identity does stem from the preservation of

traditional Iranian culture. My father is a very influential person in my

life. And there are subtle things that he does or says that stems from

Iranian culture. For example the foods that we eat at times are Iranian.

And although he himself has become ”Americanized”, he still contacts his

family and still associates with Iranian friends. If you were to look closely

around my house you would find Iranian statues or framed art, things that

I overlook most of the time. ⇠Ali

Ali shares his cultural identity framed and expressed through symbols and prac-

tices. Even in this context, the evolution of self changes over time as Pari, who is also

second-generation Iranian-American, female born in the United States and between

the ages of 35-40 with a PhD. Her father was born and raised in Iran and her mother

is American. Here she emphasizes the ways her cultural values contribute to her own

adaptation and the development of bicultural competence.

So you know, I grew up in an Iranian home. My father is Iranian, my

mother is American but growing up, I would call it an Iranian home. In

that, the Iranian culture was very deeply embedded in our home- there

was the food, reading material, like the Iranian Times which was always

present, my father was always speaking Persian, we were always going to

parties, there was always poetry, etc. So in that way I was, you know,

always, I guess you can say it was embedded within me but the only thing

that was missing was language. ⇠Pari
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For Pari purposeful action attached to her ethnic origin gave way to more than

just symbols and practices. Given these two examples, we note that symbolic ref-

erences reinforce, cultivate and disseminate the Persian culture among the second

generation. Previous studies have noted the correlation between ethnic commu-

nities shaping identity and the successful incorporation of migrants, this research

was conducted by Alejandro Portes and Ruben G. Rumbaut (2001). In ”Legacies”

(2001), these scholars discuss how specific sites can reinforce a sense of belonging

and note the complex allegiances of children of immigrants. The process of ethnic

self-identification of second-generation children is more nuanced and often entails

the juggling of competing allegiances and attachments. Taking note of these types

of developments, for example Ali, stated that

I think I consider myself American. My father is from Iran, and my

mother is from Argentina. My father is Muslim, and my mother was born

Jewish, who later turned Christian. That makes me a mix of everything.

I think that depending on whom I am associating with, I become that

identity. So if I am associating with Iranian people, I become ”Iranian-

American”. If I am around Hispanic people, I become ”Argentinian”. But

on average I consider myself American. ⇠Ali

In this narrative piece we notice that Ali is situated within three cultural worlds,

he defines himself in relation to three countries, three languages and three religions.

This type of social-cultural identity represents the way Ali self-consciously defines

the situation in which he finds himself and therefore constructs an ongoing account of

”I”. As Portes and Rumbaut (2001) noted, such self-definition also carries a↵ective

meaning, implying a psychological bond with others that can serve as a type of

psychological protection (p. 151). Furthermore, ethnic identification begins with the
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application of a label to oneself. For example; Haleh, age 35-40 born in Iran living

in the United States for 25 years, categorized her ”I” in the following way.

I would say I was ”born” here. But I am Iranian. My parents live in

Iran, I have been here 20 years. I can’t believe it. Maybe more actually,

yeah more than that, I have been here 25 years, I was here in 1991. I

can’t believe it. It goes so fast I don’t even remember. I can’t even believe

it. I should count it every year. 25 years. I have been here longer than I

was in Iran. That is Scary. That’s about me. ⇠Haleh

Haleh’s self categorization of being ”born” but also being Iranian highlights one

of many conundrums of identity and belonging. The reflection of birth can be likened

to production of the Iranian diaspora, that is whether one sees themselves as exiles,

immigrants, or de-territorialized beings. Haleh is labeling her own ”birth” strongly

suggests her grappling with questions of identity. Another way to look at this is

whether her subjectivity replaced her identity, meaning does her loss of an ethnic

essences equate a loss to preserve her ethnicity, in her case most certainly not, since

she clearly considers herself Iranian. Haleh’s positionality is in many ways what

Rahimieh (1993) marked, that being Persian abroad is to follow a type of trajectory

of loss and then renewal and often changes how one views oneself. In Haleh’s case,

her de-territorialized Persian”ness” has forced her to define and reshape herself as

”other” (166). ”Other” implies that she may not identify as either American or

Iranian, or rather choose to self-categorize according to her situation. Much of the

literature focuses on the Iranian community as an exiled group who su↵ers from an

identity crisis. Identity is a disputed and problematic issue within the community,

and, accordingly, Iranians identify as either Iranian, Persian, Persian American, Ira-

nian American and American-Iranian, depending on the context (Mobasher, 2006).
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Despite these groupings, identity is expressed not merely in symbols and practices

to which Iranians can then attach, but also through achieving a particular end. As

Pari shares, that end is the intercultural situation of a replenished identity from Iran

and America.

You know, definitely, I am one of these people that straddle two worlds

you know, and I have that Iranian identity and I have that American

identity. ⇠Pari

We, therefore, might also contextualize the ambiguous and problematic use of the

term diasporic. Perhaps a more appropriate identifier for second-generation Iranians

with their positive intercultural relations as transnational and hybrid experiences,

can be constructed more like mutualistic relationships that are symbiotically, socially

and culturally adaptable in the United States and Iran. The Iranian immigrants and

their second-generation, and now third-generation, children and grandchildren re-

flect diverse experiences and cultural contexts combining cultural characteristics and

perceived cultural characteristics. For Zagros, visiting Iran maintains that mutual

relationship between his family in New York and with his family in Iran.

I have been to Iran like 4 or 5 times. I have gone alone to visit my dad’s

family. My dad’s family has never been to US. I have dual citizenship.

I have a passport to Iran. I always want to go back- I would like to.

⇠Zagros

Continually engaging with the mutual bicultural relationships can orient the self

toward a particular allegiance. One can comprehend such a relationship, ”What

drove me was an incredible desire to learn and understand about my heritage,”
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when Pari decides to visit the land of her father at the age of 30 having never set

foot there before nor any of her kin.

I went to Iran when I was about 30. Apparently, the Islamic Republic

passed this new law that gave passports to the children whose father was

Iranian. That new law was because of president Khatami, who was trying

to outreach and get some of the diaspora back into Iran. I always wanted

to visit Iran, even when I was little even more than my siblings and when

that happened I immediately got my passport and I went to the consulate

and I went in 2002 1. ⇠Pari

The interconnectedness between the two cultures for Pari, ”I stayed with family

for a month we stayed in Mashhad; we have family in Tehran we went to Tabriz,

Shiraz, and Ishfan, that was my first time, my first trip”. Pari and Zagros negotiated

a set of cultural traits and adaptation coupled with the refusal to give those up, which

provides a refuge while reinforcing cultural pride.

4.3 Cultural Production

”You think I’m stupid?!!!... I can tell by your tie! Piece of westernized trash! 2”

⇠ Marjane Satrapi, The Complete Persepolis

As discussed, for many Iranians, migration to host countries did birth diasporic

conditions, yet Iranians in America are highly diverse; thus the proliferation in

retelling the Iranian-American story originates from a diverse set of sub-groups (e.g.

1This is Pari’s understanding. However, the children of Iranian father’s were always allowed an
Iranian passport.

2Being called westernized is an insult in Iran. It’s the most ironic of insults, too, considering
how many people secretly idolize western culture, like pop music and movie stars.
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Shia Muslims, Armenians, Assyrian Christians, Jews, Baha’is, Kurds and Zoroastri-

ans) many of whom are secular and arise from the melding of cultural characteristics

(Yarshater, 1993). For second-generation Iranian-Americans, navigating those val-

ues through family, culture, and language can be challenging, especially when the

paradigm to adhere to an identity composed of cultural experiences and characteris-

tics to which all of the sub-groups celebrate. Iranian Muslims and Jews, Christians,

Turks, Armenians, and Assyrians (in the United States) relate to holidays such as

Nowruz (New Year), and observe customs such as, chahr-shambeh-yi soori (the last

Wednesday of the year), Seezdeh beh dar (thirteenth day of the New Year); ta’arof

and roodarvasi (forms of etiquette); and dowreh (gathering).

In the context of the second-generation the concept of ethnic identity, or what

most Iranian literature referred to as cultural or national identity, varies widely

(Mahdi, 1998). We might ask, what occurs when these elements are not part and

parcel of forging an Iranian identity nor if one does not feel compelled to observe such

celebrations and customs? In the story Pari recounts about how cultural preservation

for her goes beyond traditional and symbolic practices.

In terms of what would be considered traditional cultural practices like

Norouz or Chahr-shambeh-yi soori (jumping over the fire) I do not cel-

ebrate these, I don’t even do a haft-sin table 3, which is probably really

shameful, and people would be really mad at me. I mean, I think it’s

pretty and stu↵ but for whatever reason it doesn’t interest me. It just

doesn’t interest me. ⇠Pari

This circumstance may not be widely reflected with other Iranian-Americans

3 Haft-Seen (the sevenseens) a cloth on which food is served (sofreh) arrangement of seven
symbolic items traditionally displayed at Nowruz, the Persian new year. The haft-seen table includes
seven items all starting with the letter Seen in the Persian alphabet (Marjan, 2015).
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but certainly bears mentioning. For instance, the lack of appeal may be a type of

shield against the challenges of adaptation in a household that was multi-cultural

(her mother is American and her father is Iranian). Perhaps, in a pluralistic society

like the United States, national or cultural identification cannot be forced upon

individuals who wish to forge a path distinct from the ”group”, or in this case the

Iranian diasporic identity.

By using the field of cultural production in this example, and elucidating Bour-

dieu’s (1993) theoretical ideas, a multidimensional set of specific complex social ac-

tions can broadly define culture as more than an ensemble of symbolic codes in

society. While there are unifying features of Iranian cultural identity, the purpose

of citing Bourdieu’s concepts of ”culture” is to contour next to the scholarship from

(Boroujerdi, 1998; Mostofi, 2003; Yarshater, 1993) on Iranian national, cultural and

ethnic identity as being static, monolithic and idealistic in nature. Rather, Iranians

are a diverse demographic and sociocultural population. Not everyone will follow

the idealized Iranian traditional and behavioral features.

Consider Pari’s next statement when relating to the notion of national or cultural

identity, which she supposedly should harmoniously be a part of.

The Iranian diaspora is a community I do not always feel a part of. I

mean, it varies, and will depend on who you ask-but they are all these

gatekeepers who decided who is Persian enough, and who isn’t Persian

enough which I really resent. ⇠Pari

Iranian cultural identity in the United States, like any other culture here, should

be viewed in terms of its diversity, its changing character, and its contradictory

elements. Sometimes scholarship (Mahdi, 1998) highlights the Iranian cultural iden-

tity as being a single entity, but fails to contextualize the nuances for the second-
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generation. For that reason, I use Bourdieu’s (1993) definition of culture, which is

represented in the term capital– social capital, cultural capital, and symbolic capital–

all of which occupy the sphere of every social space. The intention here is to assess

the usefulness of Bourdieu’s (1993) work in analyzing the role of the Iranian diasporic

community. The diasporic identity may best be explained by the manner in which in

the Iranian diaspora, a field of power, articulates the cultural forms of capital that

are bestowed upon the collective and which have the greatest value. A field of power

is a zone of social activity, network, or structure in which people express particular

cultural products either intellectually, religiously, educationally, or culturally. Such

a theory, then, validates how cultural identification is esteemed depending on the

social positions of Iranian-Americans within the social hierarchy of social agents or

the wider diasporic community.

4.4 Social Capital, Cultural Capital, and Symbolic Capital

In this case, the concept of culture becomes indistinguishable from the production of

the most common objects. Common objects denote a habitus and Bourdieu (1991)

proposes the central idea of lifestyle, values, dispositions, expectations and experi-

ences as forming the habitus of everyday life. Habitus is the base for how to think,

how to act and how to feel. For that reason, the most common objects, which in

our case will be Iranian social and symbolic activities, must produce not only the

object in its materiality, but also the value of this object, that is, the recognition of

legitimacy either through cultural engagements and activities as occupying a field of

power (Bourdieu, 1993). A field of power would denote a social activity, network, or

structure in which people express particular cultural products either intellectually,

religiously, educationally, and/or culturally (p. 181). As a result, cultural produc-
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tion derived from our example of the Iranian diasporic identity is commoditized by

Iranian-Americans and each is observed as influencing the outcomes of cultural rep-

resentations as they occupy a field of power, promoted through and central to a

consumption pattern.

We then can address second-generation Iranian-Americans as specialists or as

connoisseurs who represent multiple forms of identity and representation against

the entity embodied in this case, Persian cultural heritage verses Iranian ethnicity.

Social agents in this example would be the overarching idea of the Iranian diasporic

identity. Emerging in these interpretations is the use of media and manipulation, as

noted in Mostofi (2003), contracted Iranian identity is mainstreamed using television

and radio. Therefore, the e↵ectiveness and use of media in forming Iranian”ness”

can be conceived as a type of market for symbolic goods. ’Symbolic capital,’ a form

of accumulated prestige, is determined by the economic or political capital that is

recognized as legitimate by the producers or vendors (patrons of the diaspora) that

guarantee cultural profits (Bourdieu, 1993).

Furthermore, the scholar Hamid Naficy (1993) discussed the extent of spread-

ing Iranian culture through mass mainstreaming with more than eighty-six Persian-

language periodicals, eighteen radio programs, twenty-seven feature fiction films

made by Iranian exiles, and fifty-six regularly scheduled Iranian television shows,

including broadcasting, music videos, and aired talk shows. All of these media out-

lets promoted the celebrations of holidays and practice of mannerisms of the culture.

The mixing of pre-Islamic identity or traditional ”Persian” identity with the customs

accepted and assimilated from American society are what the cultural producers have

created. In general, these forms of collective social activity are recognized, as they

are for Ali, whose sense of the collective social life through social associations can

enact the desired traditional practices.
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I think social associations and holiday traditions do serve to preserve

Persian symbols of identity. Speaking to Iranian friends, or celebrating

the Persian New Year is things that remind you who you are. For me

personally, I do not have many things that help me preserve Persian cul-

ture. Possibly because the one person who keeps me Persian (my father)

is himself becoming American. ⇠Ali

By chronicling themes of the migratory experience, the value and importance of

family, cultural characteristics, and language, all through media outlets, gives the

Iranian diasporic community power as a robust and successful immigrant group. A

high value is placed on these cultural characteristics, which we can liken to a type of

”field” (Bourdieu, 1993: p. 120). Bourdieu (1993) suggests that a field is a separate

social universe having its own laws of functioning independently. Such attributes

illustrate the field of power of social activity of which is marketed via mass main-

streaming of cultural traditions and symbolic Iranian identity. Heritage coupled with

tradition and therefore these are marketed as good and operates within a field of cul-

tural production, constructed and projected desirable identities, opposed as they are,

coexist and that their products owe their very unequal symbolic and material value

on the market. The conceptual frameworks between the social cultural structures as

outlined in Marxist ideology and the social criticism of Pierre Bourdieu may address

the Iranian-American diaspora’s high social cultural capital. In order to analyze

human events and production, then, a focus on relationships among socioeconomic

classes may explain the symbolic cultural activities of the Iranian diaspora. These

relationships pertain to the distribution of economic power and socio economic class;

according to Marxist theory, the ways people are divided according to socio economic

class can have much more significant di↵erences than religion, race, ethnicity and or
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gender (Lemert, 1993).

Marxism exposes getting and keeping economic power as the motive behind all

social and political activities including education, philosophy, religion, governance,

the arts, science, technology, the media and so on. It is the base on which the

superstructure of social and political ideological realities is built (p. 54). Marxist

theory postulates that human events and productions have specific and historical

causes and these a↵airs and e↵ects must be understood within the confines of the

economic structure. From a Marxist perspective, separation and, thus, alienation,

are systemic results of capitalism (Tyson, 2006, p. 226). Therefore, individuals

are bound by the relationships created by the capitalist system; these pervade all

domains of social life, including politics, education, philosophy, religion, government,

the arts, science and so on (p. 60). Pierre Bourdieu’s (1993) theoretical analysis of

cultural production fittingly describes the criteria for bestowing value on any type of

cultural artifact, which is articulated through forms of capital but that which can also

describe cultural representation by those who wield power- in this case the Iranian

diasporic identity and the symbolic and cultural tools to express that identity.

In this sense, cultural characteristics such as the ideas, symbols, and meanings

of the diasporic identity occupy and are manipulated by the cultural producers (di-

asporic community), who are intent on a particular cultural product. By definition,

a cultural producer has garnered the social capital and prestige to assign value to a

cultural product. In our example, the product is diasporic identity. In the context of

the Iranian diaspora, identity o↵ers a way to imagine a more fluid system, accepted

largely by the community. Iranian diasporic identities are those that are constantly

producing and reproducing themselves anew through transformation and di↵erence.

All but three participants, or 3/7 or 0.2 percent discussed Iranian traditions and

the means to preserve these symbolic holiday practices. Omid in particular shared the
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manner of celebrating and remaining connected with the greater Iranian community

during the Iranian New Year by watching the Norouz specials on the television.

I watched most of the Norouz specials on BBC Persian broadcasted im-

mediately before and after the start of the Persian New Year. ⇠Omid

The mass media mainstreaming reflects the Iranian diaspora’s recreated heritage

in America and the prominent community members who have become the ”carriers”

of a new representation, which the scholar Mobasher (2006) defines as a type of

master narrative in order to rebuild completely new lives in the United States. In

the home of Pari, her husband and their two children, Lalah and Hadi eagerly showed

me their lone fish in a big bowl- ”See our fish, this fish is our Norouz fish”. Lalah

This theory, therefore, implies that the identities expressed from within and then

presented are one in the same. I see such interactions not as a fundamental truth of

the Iranian-American experience but as a link between mutual bicultural identities

viewed from outside the framework of the community and the self.

4.5 Who Am I?

If he were allowed contact with foreigners he would discover that they are creatures

similar to himself and that most of what he has been told about them is lies. The sealed

world in which he lives would be broken, and the fear, hatred, and self-righteousness

on which his morale depends might evaporate. It is therefore realized on all sides that

however often Persia, or Egypt, or Java, or Ceylon may change hands, the main

frontiers must never be crossed by anything except bombs. (Orwell, 1984, p. 197)

Using this excerpt from the novel 1984 by George Orwell emphasizes the degra-

dation and loss of identity in societies in the age of totalitarian governments. Here
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we begin the arduous, if the not impossible, task of dissecting the forms of identity

formation when identifying as ”other” can cause irrevocable harm. Subconsciously,

we ask ”who am I,” echoing Sigmund Freud’s notion that an idea can grow ac-

tive and can translate into an action previously unknown into something coherent

(Badmington &Thomas, 2008). Freud implies in his formative work, A Note on the

Unconscious in Psychoanalysis (1912), that the inner sanctum of self is discovered

where the answer to the question about who we are orients us with an identity. An

identity can be an illusion, or it can be the question that drives us in life. ”I” can

be where we were born, a language, religion, or even societal; but the orientation of

the self is fundamental (p. 12).

However, the contextual factors vary for second-generation Iranian-American’s,

and that inner sanctum of the self is precarious if you are being identified negatively

due to stereotypes, prejudice, and racism. The on-going political crisis between the

United States and Iran has continuously had an influence over the Iranian-American

community in being identified ethnically, even religiously, due to racism and preju-

dice. Therefore, Iranian-Americans have used various forms of selective accultura-

tion to help in outwardly identifying. One such means has been through educational

attainment, where one need not share an ethnic, nor religious, or even historical

identity, at least publicly Iranians can contour their ”I.” Educational values and

attainment are prominent within this context, according to the latest census data

available, more than one in four adult Iranian-Americans holds a master’s or doc-

toral degree, the highest rate among 67 ethnic groups studied (2000 census). Several

studies (Daha, 2011; Moshen, 2007) have reported that Iranian-Americans selectively

acculturate by taking the path of assimilation into the host culture through educa-

tional attainment and upward mobility, while concurrently maintaining their core

homeland beliefs, including family values.
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In order to observe an already complex concept, funds of knowledge and funds of

identity models were used as the instruments to articulate Iranian-American identity

stemming from the bodies of knowledge and skills developed in Iranian-American

households

Figure 4.1. Self-portrait: Arts-based projective unique encourages participant
reflexivity.

In the image above, the children of the family I had contact with were asked to

draw a self-portrait each, but instead, they drew this picture together. The picture

includes both children with their parents and as was encouraged in this arts-based

projective technique adopted from Bagnoli (2009) and meant to have young people

reflect about their identities. The method urges the participant to think holistically

about their identities and lives by asking them to show where they are now and then
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to add the people and things they consider important at that moment.

These models aid in identifying particular forms of life, whether social or cul-

tural, communicating the stories of the participants that originate and are distributed

within a family matrix. Scholars have likened the term funds of identity (Bagnoli, A.,

2004, Bruner, 2001) and knowledge (Gonzalez, Moll & Amanti, 2005) to culturally

bound stories, technologies, documents, and discourses that people internalize and

construct in order to make sense of the events in their lives (Bagnoli, A., 2004; Gon-

zlez, Moll & Amanti, 2005; Esteban-Guitart & Moll 2014; Saubich, X. & Esteban, M.

2011). By combining funds of identity with the knowledge to peer into the dynamic

emotional lived experiences of Iranian-Americans, we gain considerable insight into

how children, communities, and schooling accumulate and utilize their abilities. This

knowledge and these skills and abilities are cultural resources for teaching, learning,

and engaging with the host society. Delving deeper into the Iranian-American’s ev-

eryday activities through funds of knowledge and an identity lens yielded greater

insight on two of the participants whose hybridity of cultural practices led them to

the place in which they find themselves (Esteban-Guitart & Moll, 2014).

Therefore, in this drawing, we see their life experiences are encapsulated as a

family identity, which is primarily depicted here as socio-economic status, seen at

this point by the technological devices of the children and mother. Furthermore, the

level of educational attainment is also portrayed albeit not clearly without discussion,

but the father in the background is wearing his ”scrubs” he is a neurosurgeon and in

the foreground the mother with scowling eyes are meant to convey her level of stress

due to her high-level job in industry. The results strongly suggest the importance of

human capital on the socio-economic mobility of first generation immigrants and es-

pecially how parental human capital can structure and determine their impact on the

second-generation. Portes and Rumbaut (2001) have discussed the determinants of
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parental economic achievement; the case described above lends itself to such a theory.

Influences of incorporation can a↵ect and facilitate the performances of successive

generations. To the e↵ect that second-generation children can take advantage of their

family’s support and ambition, parental status, family structure and the character

of parent child relationship have an enormous impact on success. In this case, even

though Iranian-American immigrants have had negative context reception, the level

of educational attainment induces this community to overcome such a handicap and

indeed succeed in American society.

During my visit with the family, I wrote a memo to capture the moment. The

children and parents are trying to talk about the drawings but the children are

enjoying making fun of their parents. Both parents are laughing at the image too.

The family exhibits a closeness, comfort with one another and an ease to share this

moment in their lives.

Haleh tells me that Laleh was given a phone when she turned 13 because

she had many after school activities. Since she and her husband work

full-time, the phone allowed them to remain in touch with the children.

Higher parental status and unbroken family support often equates to predictable

outcomes for the children of immigrants. In this case the children were optimistic

about their future, had increased self-esteem, were highly academic and exhibited

selective acculturation.
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Haleh: Asking her son-If you want to tell people about yourself
what would you say? Would you say your Kermani, what about
your history? What about your parents?
Hadi: I would say I am person. I would say my parents are nice.
Haleh: You never say where your parents are from. You never tell
people your parents are Pakistani and Iranian?
Hadi: No
Haleh: Never? You don’t care?
Husband: They say there are Pakistani.
Haleh: Really? a.
Hadi: We don’t mention where our parents are from. It’s normal.

aTo clarify, the family is made up of a husband and wife with two children
and whose mother was born in Iran. This dialogue points to two interesting
dynamics, that second-generation children struggle with 1) identity and 2) com-
peting allegiances and attachments. The children are seen situated within three
cultural worlds, where they must define themselves in relation to multiple ref-
erences, groups- in this case three countries and three languages (Iran- Persian,
Pakistan- Urdu, and United States-English)

Haleh is shocked that her son, Hadi, doesn’t identify as Iranian-American and

may identify as Pakistani-American, suggests that this household does not play o↵

national loyalties and therefore, the children do not feel marginalized. Given that the

family is not socially or economically ostracized, the children can use this fluidly to

their advantage. Perhaps, at this age, Hadi is 10 and Lalah is 13, they may compare

themselves to other youth or copy those around them. This can either be based on

cultural similarity or dissimilarity with the reference groups that most directly a↵ect

their experiences, notwithstanding the classification into which they are placed by

their native peers, schools, the ethnic community, and the larger society (Portes &

Rumbaut, 2001). From these results, the children likely have a malleable character

of ethnicity, which will change over time.

Human capital and demographic characteristics directly a↵ect the structure and
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achievement of immigrant families. Certainly, we see this in our participant Zagros,

who is second-generation Iranian-American. Meeting with Zagros, he agreed to take

part in answering a self-definition task. Using a long-standing psychological and soci-

ological test, Twenty Statement Test-TST (a method of generating self-designations

and helps identify who one is or how one identifies), he filled out 10 numbered blanks

with response to the fundamental question, ”Who am I?” (Saubich & Esteban 2011).

Figure 4.2. Self-definition: A method of generating self-designations that helps
identify who one really is or how one identifies.

He explains at length the attributes of self-determination and perseverance to-
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ward his educational achievement. Furthermore, family, culture and self-motivation

are also factors in reaching these aspirations. Academic achievement has been the

primary way by which Iranian-Americans combat instability and promote social and

economic mobility.

At (university) I was a double major in math and philology. I really loved

studying that stu↵ and it was a big part of my life. I mean, that is all I

talked about. These are big parts that define me. ⇠ Zagros

Observing a point in Zagros’s narrative, that is, ”the sum of your experiences”,

can roughly define power and knowledge in the Foucauldian sense. As Foucault

(1972) understood it, through discourse (knowledge) man is created, such that we

are the sum of our experiences and the knowledge that we encounter. Those whom

we encounter early in our life experience have enormous power; these features are

prominent in Zagros’s discourse- he highlights his self motivation, being a hard worker

as having been instrumental in defining a sense of ’I’ and also helping to navigate

the prickly issues which many Iranians face. Zagros states that, ”one would say that

the sum of your experiences would define you. What I am getting at, these are my

experiences. Right now I am working for the construction company, this whole thing

is new for me. But before that, my life revolved around math and philology”. My

interpretation of his reflection on life and the cultural and social complexities which

surrounded him, and his sense of self-validation through educational aspirations and

attainment in many ways constituted a barrier against hostile encounters.

Foucault argued that power and knowledge were related; therefore ideas, atti-

tudes, courses of action, beliefs and practices are constructs of a wider social process

that maintained the power structure (Foucault & Hoy, 1986). Foucault (1986) points

to the role individuals play as it pertains to the hegemonic forces that govern po-
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litical power. Power is everywhere and comes from everywhere, so in this sense it

is neither an agency nor a structure (p. 63). Instead it is a kind of ’metapower’

or ’regime of truth’ that di↵uses through society, and which is in constant flux and

negotiation. Foucault uses the term ’power/knowledge’ to indicate that power is con-

stituted through accepted forms of knowledge, scientific understanding and ’truth’

(p. 65). It may be understood, then, that the construct of identity is transparent

only if the conditions applied come out of a system of ordered functions that have

been validated and distributed as operating on truths; here, Foucault says that such

sets can be produced only by power (p. 35). If power, as set forth in the Fou-

cauldian model, produces the validating sets that define one’s identity, it stands to

reason that identity is in flux (p. 32). This perspective shapes the sense of diasporic

identity, especially if the forms of production di↵er from period to period with no

continuity between them. Discourse is, in the Foucauldian model, to be studied not

in terms of who says what, but in terms of the conditions under which they speak.

Those conditions, bundled together, whether through migration, displacement, and

dispossessions, will have a definite truth-value (Foucault & Hoy, 1986).

The conditions of Zagros’s schooling achievements might be viewed also from the

structure of his family, in relation to whom he also lists who he is- -He is a son, and

brother. His parents are prominent in his narrative, both are of Iranian descent and

migrated before the revolution. Based on analysis from Portes and Rumbaut (2001),

first generation success is often o↵set by key outcomes for the second generation,

such as opening the doors toward an American middle class that normally translates

into higher educational ambitions and greater confidence in reaching those goals.
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Name Omid Zagros Pari Haleh Laleh Hadi Ali

Degree BA, BS BS, MS BA, MS BS, MS, PhD BS, MS, PhD NA NA

Table 4.1. The educational attainment levels of the participants in this study.

4.6 Reshaping & Redefining Identity

In this case study, the following table summarizes the educational attainment lev-

els of my participants. The table further demonstrates the value and importance of

education, this high academic capital may thus outweigh other influences for Iranian-

American’s ethnic identity retention that have been noted in previous studies. These

factors include family connectedness, language, communities, ethnic pride, engage-

ment in cultural activities and traditions and cultural beliefs including mannerisms

(Daha, 2011).

The importance and the pursuit of higher education within Iranian culture and

society is visible: education is cultural and social capital, which continues to en-

able Iranian-Americans to construct and play out their roles as educated individuals

within their communities. High value attaches to and successful educational at-

tainment as a symbol of success and Iranian culture in America is a byproduct of

rejecting, absorbing, or assimilating specific elements from both Iran and America.

You can see such a point from Haleh, a first-generation Iranian who arrived in the

United States at 17. She says,

Iranians expect too much in their lives and you end up trying harder and

working harder. I think at some level a lot people in America know that

if you work hard you have a chance and you have a hope. So you work

more, harder, because you have a chance. ⇠Haleh
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Seen here are the means by which Iranian-Americans reshape and define their

identity without having to see themselves as exiles, immigrants, or second-generation.

Instead, subjectivity has come to replace identity, such that understanding mecha-

nisms and means of displacement enable Iranian-Americans to explore dissident or

disjunctive identities. Identity, then, provides a way of understanding the interac-

tion between our individual experience of the world and the cultural and historical

settings in relation to which these understandings are shaped (Woodward, 1997).

Identities are created, disbursed and measured within cultures, which help in gener-

ating meanings through symbolic systems of representation. Identity can be seen as

ingrained in kinship and the truth of shared history, as well as formed in particular

historical circumstances (p. 301).

The challenge then, faced by many within the Iranian-American community, is

the global conditions that set their territoriality, how following the trajectory of

discovery may lend itself to the conditions of a more mutualistic, cross-cultural, cross-

linguistic hybridity, in the case of Pari, a highly educated academic who followed a

line of preservation of her Iranianness and Americanness placed within the context

of her global condition as an American.

I think, you know, one thing I appreciate about my Americanism, and my

American culture. What I interpret to be a straightforward, blunt, kind of

way of being. As you know in Iran the whole idea ta’arof, kind of eating

your feelings, not really saying what is on your mind and this that I think

it can be useful at time to be this way. But you know, we are and what

we are. We are our cultural and social parts you know they are inscribed

on our bodily person. As someone who has studied this and knows this I

can recognize this thing. ⇠Pari
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A divergence occurs here such that neither a straightforward American nor an

Iranian identification emerges, instead there is a combination of cultural character-

istics or perceived cultural characters formulate a collective identity. Stuart Hall

(1997) denotes identity as a production, a process while associating identity as a

collective. Shared history, cultural identities, ancestry, and common historical expe-

riences create cultural codes for meaning making and link memory. Memory serves

as a connection to become aware and interpret the dynamics within time as an in-

strumental part of constructing a narrative identity (Hall & Open University, 1997).

Reflection, participation, meaning and imagination, therefore, are essential in the

development of identity.

I feel more Iranian because I think that my di↵erences are more pro-

nounced and people notice them more because I am called exotic, or you

are di↵erent looking my, whatever name is di↵erent, people notice this

things. And then when I am In Iran my Americanism is more pronounced

by the way I walk, by the way I hold myself, people say you look Iranian

but the way you hold yourself, your body language the way you walk it is

di↵erent. ⇠Pari

Identity has become a vital component in the scholarly vocabulary designed to

promote critical reflection upon who we are and what we want (Gilroy, 1997). Paul

Gilroy (1997) expounds on the topic of the formation of ”we” as it emerges as a

glue to bind groups together. He suggests that identity is a fundamental part of

how groups comprehend their relationships, which may be imaginary, though still

powerful (p. 302). In this frame, identity involves more than the connection between

people but also a movement to belonging, as in belonging to a diasporic community.

For some scholars, even the word identity has lost its meaning. it either says ”too
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much” too little” or nothing at all” (Brubaker & Cooper, 2000, p. 1). The term

”identity” is detrimental to what the term actually could mean the ”work the concept

is supposed to do, and how well it does it” (Cooper, 2000, p. 34). Rapid reproduction

of ”identifying” many categories, such as race, gender, ethnicities, traditions, nations,

and so on have rendered its function a mere idiom and in form and in function, the

term ”identity” becomes badly suited to encapsulate the experiences of commonality

and connectedness that lead to self-understanding (p. 14).

In the context of the Iranian diaspora, Persian identity abroad o↵ers a new way

to imagine the preservation of their identity and to place this within the new condi-

tions of territoriality such that cross cultural and cross linguistic components fuse. It

unveils a new essence of how identity then transforms ”with” and ”through,” not de-

spite, ”di↵erence” (Hall, 1997, p. 19) but by hybridity. Diasporic identities are those

that are constantly producing and reproducing themselves anew through transforma-

tion and di↵erence (p. 58). These narratives recount a glorifying cultural heritage

and ethnic pride followed by a lament of nostalgia for the homeland. Prominent

in the narrative is the identification and categorization of identity and Iranian and

American duality. Furthermore, the rich traditions of Iran that have endured cen-

turies of migrations and conquests contribute to the perseverance of Iranian people,

who have overcome hardship while maintaining and cultivating an Iranian identity

throughout history. Whose emotions convey the collective loss and the crisis in this

shared experience of being uprooted from Iran. Iranian-Americans, present a narra-

tive coherence with which members of the diaspora can identify. The way in which

people construct and thus fight for their identities may further advance the analysis

of identity to a more objective assessment of ”identity”.

The relational network in the Iranian-American community focuses the identity of

”Iranian” on the social dynamics of remembrance and commemoration of an ancient
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historical past. Symbolic representations of identity are an essential part of the

process by which culture is produced and exchanged among its members (Hall &

Open University, 1997).

I think that for the most part, you have to make an e↵ort to keep your

Iranian identity in America. There are more things in America, that are

American than Iranian obviously. If you want to be Iranian, you need to

associate with Iranian people, otherwise you become American. ⇠Ali

A rich vocabulary has emerged to address the range of issues involved: roots/routes

(P. Gilroy, 1993), doubleness (W.E.B. Du Bois, 1903), hybridity (Bhabha, 1978),

transculturation (Canclini, 2008), belonging/belonging, uprooting/regrounding (S.

Ahmed, 2013), syncretism, creolization, translation (Venn, 2009). They signal the

recognition that the transactions between cultures and people brought together

through migration, trade, war, environmental pressures and so on, result in pro-

found disruptions and adjustments that require an active process of forging new

identities.

4.7 Persian Language and Symbolic Power

With the rapid change in the multilingual and multicultural character of our world,

ethnic communities across the United States strive to maintain their heritage lan-

guage. However, maintenance or loss of a language is related to a complex web of

interactions among multiple factors in an immigrant family. Those in this study

had a story to tell about their unique experiences with the Persian language. Take

Zagros, whose desire to learn the language took a motivational turn to communicate

with his family in Iran.
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I am marginally fluent-I cannot speak in past tense. I have like a 3rd

grade writing and reading level. But I did teach myself how to read and

write. My motivation to learn Persian was the Shahnameh. I bought the

book when I was young and I have always loved old books like that, Hafez

especially. I would see people from Iran recite the poems and I wanted to

try and translate it but it is hard to read.⇠ Zagros

My dad’s family lives on a farm in the Lorestan province of Iran. I have

spent several summers working on the farm. I picked apples from the

trees. I learned how to pick apples and cherries, each time I went back

to work with my family and speak the Persian language. I even went

one-year after a terrible earthquake and we were living in tents while we

helped to rebuild the houses. While I am there I speak Persian and Luri.

⇠Zagros

Zagros’ experiences in Iran are distinctive opportunities for him to reconnect with

family and learn his heritage language as well as his father’s dialect. Research on the

subject sheds light on how immigrants demonstrate and manage the acculturation

process by maintaining their heritage language despite facing multiple disruptions

and confronting some threats to their identity (Saba et al., 2009). A heritage lan-

guage learner is a person raised in a home where a non-English language is spoken,

who speaks or at least understands the language and who is to some degree bilingual

in that language and English (Valdes, 2001). For Zagros, growing up in a bilingual

home served in developing the foundational skills to learn his parents’ language. His

approach toward learning Persian and Iranian culture additionally developed during

his university years. During this period he proudly identified as Iranian-American

and consequently became more passionate about speaking Persian. Moreover, by
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traveling to Iran and participating with close family and friends, his maintenance of

his heritage language also improved. Unquestionably, by surrounding himself with

the Persian language, his sense of pride and positivity in his heritage language in-

creased (Nesteruk, 2010; Portes & Rumbaut, 2006).

I had so many issues with my name when I was growing up no one could

say my name everyone called me X. But when I started college, I insisted

everyone call me by my true name which is X. ⇠Zagros

This aligns with what was found in the literature on the existence of a positive

relationship between one’s ethnic identity and degree of heritage language fluency

(Cho, 2000; Phinney et al., 2001; Tse, 1997). It appears that the impact of situ-

ational factors such as peers and the dominant culture of the society became less

significant once Zagros was able to develop an internal understanding and appre-

ciation of his roots. The literature discusses how immigrants have resilience and

resources to protect them against acculturative stress (Safdar et. al., 2009). Focus-

ing on the attitudes toward maintenance of their heritage culture shows the validity

of preserving the heritage language by not subscribing to the assimilationist ideology

of the United States, in particular (p. 473). As a result of these acculturation vari-

ations, maintenance of the original culture and acquisition of the new one results in

two types of adaptation that are applicable to the sociocultural skills and cultural

learning of Iranian immigrants. Negotiating a diasporic identity, in language, cul-

tural relevance and tools for cultural translation, underlies the understandings in the

ways people represent and interact through their experience.

Even within this small case study, the participants had multiple levels, skills,

and circumstances influencing their language acquisition. Past investigations have

highlighted that many Iranian parents knew full well the advantages of bilingual-
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ism, including the positive e↵ects on academic performance of children; therefore,

these immigrant parents usually enforce the use of their ethnic language at home

(Bozorgmehr & Douglas, 2011). Accordingly, preliminary data states that the use at

home of English compared to Persian appears minimal. Only 10% of the first gen-

eration reported speaking English at home, while the overwhelming majority, 83%,

reported speaking Persian at home. A very high percentage of the second generation

(40%) reported speaking Persian at home, while 42% reported speaking English at

home (Bozorgmehr & Douglas, 2011). Obviously, these numbers do not speak for

all second-generation Iranian-Americans, For instance, Ali grew up in a multicul-

tural and multilingual household in which Spanish and Persian were spoken, but the

dominant language was English. When pressed while we conversed about language

development, he was terse and not forthcoming about his dominant language use.

Carla: Would you mind sharing what is your primary language.

Ali: English.

Carla: In your household you heard Spanish and Persian, do you know

how to speak either language?

Ali: I know only a few words in Spanish. So I speak only one language.

Ali was visibly stoic when addressing his language skills and much like a high

proportion of the immigrants in the United States likely su↵ered, even to a slight

extent, from being considered as non-native English speaking member of this society.

These occurrences can become disparaging when linguistic otherness is paired with

financial, social, political, or racial hardships that the immigrant population is likely

to encounter (Rodrguez, Daz, Duran, & Espinosa, 1995). Identity formation, even

with language, is not a singular monolithic thing and maintaining and preserving
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one’s heritage language also maintains a sense of belonging through language. For

Haleh, the potential loss of her heritage language caused great angst, as she believed

that without the Persian language there would be no connection with the Iranian

culture that ties together generations, communities, and her world.

I do miss speaking Persian daily, but now it is a little bit better. My first

8 years in American I didn’t speak Persian but now it is much better.

In Iran you should not have accent, or mix English words with Persian

words. There have been times when I couldn’t come up with Persian word.

When I visit Iran my family does not like me mixing the words of English

and Persian. ⇠Haleh

I wanted to teach my children Persian, I have a backpack filled with lan-

guage resources to help prepare them. Unfortunately, we have never used

these resources and the backpack sits in the corner of the house. My chil-

dren sort of know the language because when they were younger, I spoke

to them in Persian all the time for nearly four years. But they don’t

actually speak either language. (Persian or Urdu) ⇠Haleh

We can look at human behavior in the packaged form of identity, cultural mem-

ory, power, and place and the consequences of that as people adapt to new societal

expectations while traversing sets of traditional systems of belief and behaviors that

are shared with other members of any given society. This is referred to as the devel-

opment of a linguistic market where language is symbolic power (Bourdieu, 1991).

The accumulation of symbolic capital entails social and cultural advantages and

disadvantages (Bourdieu, 1991). Within the Iranian-American community, cultural

capital is often represented as preservation of Iranian culture and language. In the
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case of Omid, faced with the loss of the Persian language, which he wished to share

with his Iranian father, he developed the language skills at university in order to

preserve Persian cultural and his linguistic identity.

I started learning Persian when I went to college. I took every level of

Persian language courses, and then once I felt like I had mastered Per-

sian, I took Kurdish because my father is from the Kurdish region of Iran.

⇠Omid

Speaking Persian has helped me in retaining my Persian identity. ⇠Omid

Many within the Iranian diasporic community view the Persian language as the

fundamental element of Iranian identity. As the 2013 public survey by the Public

A↵airs Alliance of Iranian Americans (PAAIA) discovered and as previously stated,

the main identifier within the Iranian American community is Persian heritage, via

the Persian language. Situations of bilingualism, such as with Iranian Americans,

serve as experiments of how language use can vary. Bourdieu extends the link of lan-

guage skills between power and capital (Bourdieu, 1991). For example, the variation

observed is between the speakers and their relationship of di↵erent types of language

capital (p. 78). The privilege that has come with high social-cultural capital and the

knowledge of the advantages of bilingualism, as in the case of Iranian American her-

itage language learners, has positive e↵ects. The social practice of speaking Persian

means Iranian-Americans are not solely dependent on the dominant or legitimating

language in the host country. By not solely using the dominant language, the Iranian

American community o↵ers a habitus to refuse specific elements from both Iran and

America. Iranian-Americans become able to define the transactional nature of their

bicultural identities instead of feeling forced into a particular identity. The develop-

ment of such instruments of power creates a linguistic market where, outside of any
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formal mechanism, there exist limits, limits that push those without the particular

language proficiencies out of the loop; suddenly, language is symbolic power (Bour-

dieu, 1991). Capabilities of being bilingual benefit the speakers as their languages

can fit within the social, economic, and geopolitical areas of the transnational global

world, as is the case with Pari.

So I started teaching myself when I was in my 20s and you know it wasn’t

anything formal just cassette tapes, repetition, teaching myself the alpha-

bet. I really got started learning more deeply when I took courses at the

university. ⇠Pari

Then one summer I took classes at the university of Tehran with the

Dehkhoda Lexicon Institute. ⇠Pari

I am not fluent, I am functional. I can carry on a conversation. My

speaking is better than my listening so I can function. I can get around

Tehran, I can travel, I can have a conversation with a taxi driver, I

have my dictionary with me, and I have the very fundamental foundation

and that right there, those building blocks If I was going to live there for

6 months with someone’s grandmother who doesn’t speak English for 6

months I would be totally fluent. ⇠Pari

The Iranian diasporic culture can also be considered through a Vygotskian cul-

tural historical theory; one that involves a consideration of the process of connecting

the social, the independent and psychological dimensions of life (Van der Veer &

Valsiner, 1991). People process a set of symbolic codes or cultural systems where

these ”tools” are used to derive the meaning that is encoded in them (p. 217). The
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Iranian-American community therefore plays a central role in the process of devel-

oping meaning from the signs or tools in behavior. Iranian-Americans are better

able to define the transactional nature of their bicultural identities instead of feeling

forced into a particular identity. This is similar to how people who belong to the

same culture must also share the same way of interpreting the signs of language, for

only in this way can meaning be e↵ectively exchanged between people (Hall & Open

University, 1997). In language, there are important connections among saying, doing

and being. Identity (being) comprises the di↵erent ways of existing in the world at

di↵erent times and places for di↵erent purposes (Gee, 1999). It is in this ethereal

world where identity emerges through an evolution of meaning change and loss as

people transform words while exercising language expression. What people have to

say and how they choose to say it can alter the words meaning (p. 16).

With our case study sample, we see the complex interplay of social, cultural, and

political forces impacting language practices, beliefs, and management approaches

to heritage language maintenance in second-generation Iranian-Americans. In the

chart below, which examines those in the study whose language methods align with

Spolsky’s (2004) language policies and practice theories. The model of language use,

is based on situational factors often outside the scope of family language policy-

those situational factors include peers, school, and community. Considering as well

sociocultural factors related to socioeconomic background, immigration history, lan-

guage proficiency, and the educational background of families (Spolsky, 2004). The

contextual factors outside the tripartite notion of family language policy that is

ideology, management, and practice, work as an underlying foundation, shaping lan-

guage practices, parental beliefs, and language strategies for these second-generation

Iranian-Americans. As noted with Zagros, for Omid and Pari (see below) the pres-

ence of close relatives and friends, and access to a Persian-speaking community aided
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Name Omid Zagros Pari Haleh Laleh Hadi Ali

Generation 2nd 2nd 2nd 1st 2nd 2nd 2nd

Fluent X
Took language classes X X X

Semi-fluent X X X
Non-fluent X X X

Table 4.2. The Persian language proficiency levels of the participants in this study.

in the development of their heritage language skills. We note that the proximity of

close relatives, in the U. S., and in Iran the importance of a network of Persian-

speaking friends and community and being surrounded by a community of native

language speakers, including extended family, friends and cultural associations were

key in reinforcing language strategies and developing a sense of pride in them.

In addition to the factors related to family language policy and situational factors,

developmental process and personal characteristics are also contributing factors to

the maintenance of heritage language and culture for these participants (Fishman,

1991; Hakuta & D’Andrea, 1992; Tannenbaum, 2003; Tuominen, 1999; Veltman,

1983). Nearly all the participants referred to an increasing interest in the Persian

language and Persian culture as they grew older and more aware of their Iranian

identity.

Since many heritage language learners lose their language by the third genera-

tion, it becomes essential to identify and study the ways that Iranian Americans

are retaining their heritage language and the domains to which these are relevant

(Valdes, 2001). Identity forms a discourse not only of itself but also social practices

and historical epochs. Tasting from the ”soup” (Gee, 1999), that is, the layers of
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meaning generated out of identity, gives more flavor (meaning) to language and prac-

tice (p. 5). Speaking Persian, therefore, is indicative of power; the language, then,

represents equivalent symbolic and linguistic capital (Bourdieu, 1991, p. 78).

We see that Iranian-Americans have circumvented the aesthetic labels of iden-

tity formation within the diasporic framework and have relabeled the forms of ”I”

for themselves. In the context of the Iranian diaspora, mutual bicultural identity,

transnationalism, or hybridity o↵er ways to imagine a more fluid system, accepted

largely by the community. Iranian immigrants and their children and grandchildren

reflect diverse experiences and cultural contexts. By redefining the experiences of

immigrants, and switching the academic terminology changes the way we see and

how we can consider possibilities of migratory experiences, therefore, allowing for a

plural understanding of the events that form their experiences outside of the main

communities’ identity.
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Chapter 5

Power, Resistance and Conflict in the
Contemporary World

I’ve reached the end of this great history
And all the land will fill with talk of me

I shall not die, these seeds I’ve sown will save
My name and reputation from the grave,

And men of sense and wisdom will proclaim,
When I have gone, my praises and my fame.”

⇠ Abolqasem Ferdowsi, The Shah Namah: The Epic of Kings (F.,
Rahmanian, Sadri, & A., & F., 2013).

Few would argue that it takes an immense emotional, physical and psychological

toll to migrate. Therefore, every diasporic condition reflects a people (a nation, an

ethnic minority, a transnational community, or displaced peoples) who were forced

into mass migration. Immigrants are leaving their homeland for any number of years,

maybe even the rest of their lives; these immigrants construct a new identity abroad

through the use of imagination, nostalgia, and memories.

With the many trials and ordeals faced by newcomers, the Iranian-American ex-

perience has encountered unprecedented challenges, primarily the result of ongoing

tensions between the United States and Iran. The legacy of Iranian-American im-

migration is closely tied to the pre- and the post-revolutionary political relationship

between the governments of the two countries, with the main events in Iranian his-

tory impacting both the numbers and profiles of Iranian immigrants admitted to the

United States. It is, therefore, no leap to question the factors which have to lead

the Iranian diasporic condition to have a deep sense of loss for the homeland and
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stronger adhesion to identify with the past. Iranian-American communities have

maintained a Persian identity through an attachment to Persian heritage, litera-

ture, poetry, music, dance, and language. These symbols have contributed to the

re-created cultural past of ancient Persia, and for some, to the Pahlavi model of pre-

Islamic Persian dynastic history, which have transcended ethnoreligious di↵erences

in the diaspora. Even greater is the communities’ collective memory in the context

of the diasporic condition, representing the remembering as manifestations medi-

ated by group belonging. Such are the knots binding collective memory together for

the Iranian diasporic community that stem from multiple remembering narratives as

ancient as the Shahnameh and as contemporary as collective retelling of stories.

The present circumstances for establishing a cultural adhesive and symbolic

framework occurred with the initial backlash against Iranian Americans following

the Iranian Revolution of 1979. Until then, the United States and Iran had enjoyed

robust and collaborative relations. The revolution, however, began a period of ac-

celerated decline in United States-Iran relations. With the 1979 hostage crisis, in

which 52 Americans were seized and held for 444 days, the United States and Iranian

governments changed from being allies to becoming de facto adversaries. Students

and families who had studied, worked, and lived freely and comfortably in the United

States were suddenly faced with acts of discrimination and overzealous investigation

by the United States government (Barkan, 2013). In response to the hostage crisis,

the United States government revoked the visas of all Iranian non-immigrant visitors

and suspended all new visas to Iranian citizens. This swift and decisive action from

the United States against innocent Iranians and Iranian-Americans was catastrophic

(Bozorgmehr & Sabagh, 1989). The discrimination and di�culties that Iranians ex-

perienced throughout this time increased their motivation to blend into and comport

themselves as productive members of United States.
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Few of the participants shared their raw and private experiences during and after

U.S. and Iranian relations soured. The derogatory racial taunts they each must have

endured at di↵erent points in time are unfathomable. However, Pari courageously

shared the torture of such taunts when she was a child during the Iran hostage crisis.

I was born in 1972 so the Islamic revolution holds a very, very, very,

powerful place in my formative years. This event very much a↵ected my

formation of self. I guess you can say when you hear people calling your

father a sand nigger, or other derogatory terms, and go back to your

country, your dad’s a terrorist, your dad’s a towel head- blah, blah, blah.

I mean, that really a↵ects you. You know? But what it actually did, even

though I think they had hoped I would feel ashamed in who I was but it

did the opposite. It made me indignant, it made me very defensive of my

dad, of my Iranian(ness), and here is another thing, when the Islamic

revolution happened, 1979, I was born 72? I was 7 or 8 my and father

instructed us not to tell anyone we were from Iran. Instead he told us to

tell people we are from Iraq. Wow!! So ya, so essential, I mean, because

we often encountered this?. I can tell you so many instances where my

sister and I (I have a twin sister) we were bullied terribly, terribly. ⇠Pari

This change in the treatment of Iranian-Americans was one of the first significant

challenges that the community encountered, e↵ectively interrupting an otherwise

steady and seamless American experience. During this period, Iranian- Americans

were also the recipients of a backlash of prejudice, discrimination, and sometimes

violence from individuals displacing their anger at the actions of the Iranian govern-

ment. Verbal and physical attacks on Iranian American students on college campuses,

boycotts of Iranian businesses, and even incidents of arson occurred (Mills, 2012).
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I would be remiss if I did not disclose the hurdles faced by innumerable Iranian-

Americans due to the excessively harsh policies targeting the community. Despite

minimal data on this front, the purpose here is to look at the way in which the

Iranian-American community banded together to fight discrimination at the policy

level and has remained diligent in pursuing the illegal tactics of the state. After the

catastrophic terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, such activism became increas-

ingly needed. Even though Iranians did not have a part in the terrorist attacks on

the United States, in his State of the Union address in January 2002, then President

George Bush labeled Iran, Iraq, and Korea as part of the ”axis of evil” countries that

were sponsoring terrorism and seeking weapons of mass destruction. Soon thereafter,

the Enhanced Border Security and Visa Reform Act of 2002 was created and signed

into law by President Bush. Section 306 of the law forbade the issuance of nonim-

migrant visas to any alien who was from a country considered a ”state sponsor of

terrorism” by the U.S. Department of State, unless the Secretary of State decided

that the alien in question posed no danger to U.S. national security (Bakalian &

Bozorgmehr, 2009).

Iranian-American communities gathered to protest against acts of discrimination,

as well as against the negative images that the media had built of the community.

There were a marked interest and active participation in civic activities, includ-

ing identifying and electing Iranian Americans or those who were supportive of the

community to elected o�ce. Due to those early measures, when the current admin-

istration attempted to seize a nativist opportunity and proposed another ban, this

time against seven majority-Muslim countries including Iran but also Iraq, Libya,

Somalia, Sudan, Syria, and Yemen the measure did not go unnoticed. The sign-

ing of the executive order by President Trump ignited a backlash, and one of the

greatest mobilizations for action against the ban. The tow from the post wave of
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civic activism sprang to life once more, and the more visible and powerful of the

Iranian non-profit organizations returned as a tsunami against the proposed ban and

in support of those a↵ected by such illegal measures.

The political action group the Iranian American Political Action Committee (IA-

PAC) is one of several prominent organizations representing Iranian-Americans. IA-

PAC was established in 2003 to promote the election of candidates that support the

advancement of Iranian American issues. However, swift action has been taken by

other organizations as well, whose mission has been to come together as a community

to promote their image, support their advancement in public a↵airs, and present an

e↵ective national voice. One such organization Public A↵airs Alliance of Iranian

Americans (PAAIA) was founded in 2007 by a group of 70 Iranian Americans from

across the United States to examine and discuss issues confronting the community.

PAAIA is a nonprofit, bipartisan, non-sectarian, national membership organization,

which represents and advances the interests of the Iranian-American community. In

2012, PAAIA launched the PAAIA Public Policy Center, which formalized PAAIA’s

public policy activities, including a national survey of Iranian Americans and multi-

ple publications. Such as PAAIA’s Iran Sanctions Reports, Congressional Scorecards,

and Report on U.S. Interest Section in Iran, panel presentations, and congressional

and administration briefings. PAAIA has also helped address issues impacting the

community, such as changing the single-entry visa policy for Iranian students in

2011, issuance of a general license to provide humanitarian relief to victims of the

2012 earthquakes in Iran and supporting a diplomatic resolution to U.S. ’ Iran issues.

Despite significant individual achievement in all aspects of American life over

the preceding three decades, there was a consensus within this group that Iranian-

Americans had failed to come together while mutually supporting the causes. There-

fore, The National Iranian American Council (NIAC) is a nonpartisan, nonprofit or-
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ganization dedicated to strengthening the voice of Iranian Americans and promoting

greater understanding between the American and Iranian people. The mission of

NIAC is through expert research and analysis, civic and policy education, and com-

munity building promoting greater understanding between the American and Iranian

people.

Fundamental to these nonpartisan, nonprofit organization is the paradigm to ad-

here with an identity composed of cultural experiences and characteristics to which

all of the sub-groups can follow. The mutual goals among these three agencies are

supporting the Iranian-American community, which is akin to a type of ”field” (Bour-

dieu, 1993: p. 120). Bourdieu (1993) suggests that a field is a separate social universe

having its laws of functioning independently. This theory, therefore, implies that the

identities expressed from within and then presented in these agencies are one in the

same. We see these agencies not as a fundamental truth of the Iranian-American

experience but as a link between identities viewed from outside the framework of the

community. A discursive enactment of identity through this narrative is explored

by each organization, which consequently also produces and circulates a type of cul-

tural production viewpoint. These organizations attempt to construct and project

desirable identities of Iranian-Americans, which are then targeted to the wider U.S.

public.

5.1 Collective Feelings

Society from time to time obligates people not just to reproduce in thought previous

events of their lives, but also to touch them up, to shorten them, or to complete

them so that, however convinced we are that our memories are exact, we give them

a prestige that reality did not possess. (Halbwachs, 1992, P.51)
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The collective feeling by Iranian peoples of belonging to the historic lands of

Iran is the blueprint to survive the forces of discrimination and alienation from the

wider U.S. policies. Evoking a sense of identity, defined both historically and terri-

torially, evolving from a common historical experience and cultural tradition among

the peoples who lived in Iran help in retaining Persian heritage, in contrast to Per-

sian history, is the main identifier within the Iranian-American community (Ashraf,

2006). Against all odds, Iranian-Americans ensure a prolonged endurance through

their collective and shared experience of a rewarding past (Yarshater, 1993). These

are the means by which the community solidifies its ability to retain an Iranian and

or Persian identity in America (Hanaway, 1993). Accordingly, a 2013 public sur-

vey of Iranian-Americans by Public A↵airs Alliance of Iranian Americans (PAAIA)

found that nearly 22% rank the preservation of Iranian culture in America as a top

priority. The 2016 survey did not ask about preserving the Iranian culture, however,

nearly eighty-four (84%) stated that they have family living in Iran, which reinforces

the strong sense of identity. Almost six in 10 respondents say they identify as ”Ira-

nian American,” with an additional one-third (32%) saying they identify as ”Persian

American.” Just 10% of respondents identify primarily by their religion, and 17%

do not identify themselves by country of origin, ethnicity, or religion.

Emphasis on the importance of Persian culture and traditions remains high

(Mostofi, 2003). Recognition of an ancient Iranian culture represents power and

meaning, therefore elevating the systems of value from which the diaspora can draw

(p. 115). Awareness of the mythical past gained further popularity among the in-

tellectuals of Iran and those in exile who sought to retain the historical memory to

preserve the conscience of Iranian identity (Ashraf, 2007). The application of this

phenomenon is considered a type of collective memory and myth, the theory of his-

torical societies, coined by Kapuscinki, (1988) as ”heritage-ism.” Heritage-ism, has
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remained alive in the historical memory of the Iranian-American community, where

an American and an Iranian identification has developed through the combination

of perceived cultural characteristics (Kapuscinki, 1985).

Memory needs continuous feeding from collective sources and is sustained by so-

cial and moral props. Myth and legend gain the power to preserve (and, in fact,

immortalize) history by assuming the perseverance of a people whose struggles are

manifested within these legends, and define and symbolize the values of the culture

(p. 34). For a society to become conscious of memory and to maintain strong histor-

ical sentimentality, the group must construct an ideal (p. 52). Further illuminating

the theory of collective cultural memory, Shayegan (1992) argues that societies can-

not simply transport their identity into another cultural framework without first

experiencing it. Such an analysis, applied in the context of immigration, constitutes

the di�culty of straddling multi-identities. When a moment of radical change re-

veals a struggle in maintaining identity, a great need to restore that cultural identity

emerges in the face of losing a national identity (Shayegan, 1992). Therefore, people

turn toward the past in the hope of escaping the chaotic age of modernity, a term

Shayegan refers to as cultural schizophrenia, where identity is fractured and can no

longer be sustained in a fixed construct, such as, through historical traditions (p.

121).

In recognizing that a society with historical traditions requires constant remem-

brance, the mass of individuals who compose such memory also create the ideas

that inform the society (Lemert, 1993). The creative nature of transporting identity

through narratives and myths serves as more than a chronicle of events, and consists

rather of retelling cast in varied disguises to form a collective memory (Tyson, 2006).

Constructing collective memories through narrative has informed Iranian struggles

of self-determination, liberty, independence, security and identity. Such stories are
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certainly common within all cultural contexts, and Iran’s historical narratives are no

exception. Those complex historical factors are part and parcel of the understanding

of all known facts found in a society (Fleck, 1979).

5.2 Organic Solidarity

Identity becomes a production, which is never complete, always in process and not

crystal clear or trouble-free. Undoubtedly, Iranian-Americans grapple with their

identity and the importance of their cultural memory. The Iranian-American com-

munity seeks to construct and maintain a successful cross-cultural and cross-linguistic

identity. The common bonds reflected and created within the community are lin-

guistic and historical identification; these became an important source of individual

and group protection against the forces of assimilation. The concepts of the past are

a↵ected by the mental images we employ to solve present problems, so that collective

memory is essentially a reconstruction of the past in the light of present (Halbwachs,

1992).

These historical narratives have become a collective memory of injustice and

outrage. The seminal events on which collective memories rest still involve debating

and institutionalizing an appropriate cultural memory and collective identity for

future generations. The necessity of collective memory, therefore, as a shared attitude

and becoming a part of a wider belief, has influenced the values and outcomes of the

collective memory in Iran and for the diasporic Iranian community (Langenbacher,

2010).

The implied understanding of the past and the present suggests that these events

were representative of knowledge that situates collective memory. The voices of these

narratives express the values and interpretation of the collective memory within Iran
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as a more dynamic and flexible space than using solely concrete historical documents

(Hanaway,1993). The meaning between memory and narrative serves as a connection

to become aware and interpret the dynamics within time as an instrumental part of

constructing identity (Hall, 1997). Maurice Halbwachs (1980) furthers the concept

by noting that memories are evoked when a personal connection is made to them.

”Iranian culture”- that nebulous, ill-defined collection of shifting practices, habits

and codes that loosely links communications and networks of people from point A,

B to C is a part of the wider community of cultural practices of remembering. There

is an abundance of sharing the ways of recollecting the past, not only through folk-

lore, music, monuments, spatial organizations, the constructions of nation build-

ing and media but also cinema, whose narratives are ceremonies of remembrance

too. The displacement, dispersion and exile of massive numbers of Iranians resulted

in a new formation in Iran’s social history - a diasporic formation of people with

multifaceted subjectivity attempting to construct and project desirable versions of

identities, which are then targeted to specific audiences.
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Chapter 6

Iranian cinema as a set of discourse of memory

”It’s fear that makes us lose our conscience. It’s also what
transforms us into cowards.”(Satrapi, 2005, p. 37)

The phenomenon of collective memory in the context of the diasporic condition

represents remembering as manifestations mediated by group belonging. The sym-

bolic framework of the Iranian-American community devotes and imparts a collective

ideological sense of self and thus the formatting process rests on retaining identity,

culture, and language. Cinematic narratives spin a new dimension of expression,

experience, and imagination. Iranian films and filmmakers cross the boundaries of

symbolic representations of the political, social and economic configurations of Iran

and the Iranian diaspora. Dipping into the nostalgic panoramic landscapes of Iran,

whose diasporic audience can travel back in time meanwhile the retellings of historical

events, express political objectives.

Iranians’ the world over celebrated the success of the renowned Iranian filmmaker,

Asghar Farhadi, who won best foreign language film in 2017 for The Salesman (2017)

and in 2011 A Separation (2011). However, before the 2017 award ceremony, As-

ghar Farhadi boycotted the show in protest of President Donald Trump’s executive

order that temporarily barred travelers from seven majority-Muslim countries, in-

cluding Iran, from entering the United States. Farhadi’s protest resonated with the

wider protests seen in the United States and represented the influential historical

events that are modeled under the symbols of nationhood and mass protests. These

begin by connecting cultural representation, which Stuart Hall (1997) defines as a

shared culture, shared history, cultural identities, ancestry, and common historical
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experiences form collective narratives.

Iranian cinema has a long history as forming part of a national artistic language.

The emergence of the cinematic genre pushed Iran into the modern era with a new-

found blooming national identity (Naficy, 2012). The humble beginnings of cinema

were a source of pleasure solely for the royal family and the royal court. At that

time, cinematography still had a long way to go to become an artistic expression.

However, artistic expression has long been part and parcel of Iranian history, long

before cinema served as entertainment for the royal’s literature and poetry reigned

supreme. The motion pictures gave narratives a pictorial dimension unlike any other

medium then or since. The new medium added to an already established form of

oral expression Naqali, an age-old tradition of public storytelling used as a populist

art form now had the added advantage of moving images (Mirbakhtyar, 2006).

6.1 Contouring Diasporic Identity

Iranian films pose challenging questions about the country’s society, culture, and

diasporic identity. The objective of addressing cinema as a medium that contours

the Iranian diaspora as an important historical art is due in part to the manner in

which films could focus on the diasporic conditions- the traumas of displacement,

identity fragmentation, and nostalgia. The evolution of Iranian film is associated

with the intense historical changes, political tensions and social upheaval of Iran.

There is a vast array of filmmakers, each showcasing various points of interest; it

would be di�cult to highlight them all. The director, Kianush Ayyari, is one ex-

ample, who famously shot documentary footage of post-revolutionary Iran during

the early period when there were much fluidity and freedom with street vendors

displaying rows of books and pamphlets, young comics, entertainers in the vibrant
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city of Tehran (Naficy, 2012). Documentary cinema became transnational and dealt

with violations of individual rights, gender, inequality, curbs on freedom of speech,

manipulated elections, drug smuggling, addiction, torture, unemployment, housing

problems, political violence, sexuality, literally every aspect of life (p. 88). Film bro-

kers the realm between then and now, but also, as Pari shared, film and literature

constitute another vibrant artistic expression that bridges the distance between Iran

and U.S.

I am more interested in her (daughter) learning the language, learning

Persian culture through its literature and film, she has read some of the

great Persian books from feminist authors like Tuba and the Meaning of

Night, she has since inherited all those books, she reads those, graphic

novels by Satrapi, she loves those books. I wanted to pass on to her an

understanding of youth culture, understanding Persian literature, under-

standing of Iranian society, through the eyes of young people, Iranian

history and modern contemporary issues that are relevant today in Iran.

Those are the things I want her to understand not more than the cul-

tural practices which again hold meaning and are rich in meaning. But,

Language, literature, the social and anthropological things were more im-

portant to me. ⇠Pari

To further elaborate on this aspect, the film and autobiographical and graphic

novel Persepolis: The Story of a Childhood by Marjane Satrapi. share the connection

on which it is based how Iranians developed in the years before and after the Iranian

revolution. The novel and film depict the unwavering faith in the past, which is

juxtaposed with present day political intolerance and religious fundamentalism. As

a collective cultural memory, Marjane’s journey is an exploration of how one can love
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one’s past while denouncing its present condition. From this standpoint the notion

of Iranian collective cultural memory has been traditional; as a result, the collective

feeling by Iranian peoples of belonging to the historic lands of Iran evokes a sense of

identity, defined both historically and territorially, evolved from a common historical

experience and cultural tradition among the peoples who lived in Iran (Ashraf, 2006).

Manufactured from this narrative is the construction of individuality superimposed

upon the collective (Brubaker, R., Cooper, F., 2000); the retelling has transcended

the author, but rests on the diasporic condition.

Iranian cinema is an art, a type of narration and, due to the nature of the diasporic

condition the film, Persepolis, just as the novel, has reinforced the preservation of

cultural memory surrounding Iranians. The animated film, unlike the narrative, is a

visual representation, allowing us to watch the development of the Iranian revolution

unfold. Watching the film, we take the experience as our ”own” and we (viewers) can

almost adopt that identity. The art of cinematography is an art of storytelling. For

Iranian-Americans, the film impacts the cultural memory, generating an authentic

and real experience. The film Persepolis adds greater subjectivity as it involves

the conscious and unconscious thoughts and emotions which constitute the sense of

who Iranians are and therefore what is the diaspora. These are judgments based on

individual personal impressions and feelings and opinions rather than external facts.

Such personal feelings characterize subjectivity, and the film portrays an element of

meaning through a social context where language and culture give meaning to our

experience and ourselves where we adopt identity (Woodward, 1997).

This unwavering belief in the past adds tension with the film’s present day po-

litical intolerance and religious fundamentalism. The main character’s pride in her

history conflicts with the current regime, whose strict cultural demands and religious

fundamentalism seem disjointed. The film illustrates how civil strife within the coun-
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try was damaging, but it also dispels the one-dimensional stereotypes of Iran and

Iranians, providing a new picture frame of life.

Iranian films may reflect the conservative culture but, as this film highlights, one

must read between the lines. There you will find a peculiar, sometimes contradictory

dynamic that provides the opportunity for examination of specific social and political

problems. It has been the Iranians themselves who have defended and kept the strong

emotional commitment with Iranian culture that we see in film. As a result, the films

are a collective expression by Iranian peoples of belonging, of participating in the

political, social injustices that have rocked the country. Iranians can, by way of

cinema, portray a common historical experience and cultural tradition to the world.

In many ways, these Iranian narratives represent the relationship between time and

space, transforming them from mere narratives into a memory that interconnects

and shapes the future. The consciousness of a society as seen by these narratives

is indicative of the strong sentimentality constructed and assembled into an ideal,

which becomes the narrative of memory that informs the society. Iranian Cinema

o↵ers the Iranian-American community a set of discourses; whatever the meaning

they construct, each must position oneself accordingly where many Iranian films

explore the historical memory of the informal, broader and creative juices of the

people.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

Identity is formed and transformed continuously in relation to the
ways in which we are represented or addressed in the cultural

systems, which surround us. (Hall, 1992, p. 272)

When who you are isn’t who you were, or what you will become, self-representation

brings out one’s unique characteristics that make up who we are. ”I” orients us with

an identity, which encapsulates a broad range of possibilities and underlines the ways

in which one can transform, through self-understanding, force, and external identifi-

cations. How people describe and view themselves and how others view them, may

not be the same. The interactions people have with one another inform how we define

who everyone else is. In shape and function the term ”identity” becomes ill-suited

to encapsulate the experiences of commonality, and connectedness, that leads to self

understandings.

Yet, identity is not just a trend where multiple interpretative social and historical

analyses can be construed. Instead, it serves to deconstruct the utility of the term so

that it can stop having a contradictory and vague stance. In order to conceptualize

the valid and important claims of legitimate analytic work, how people everywhere

and always have been active in creating ties, stories, histories and self-understandings

as this work attempts to do so. The argument is compelling, especially since today

our concern with cultural roots and cultural identities dominates the world. Lim-

itations and liabilities of the term identity abound, but the way in which people

construct and thus fight for their identities to have at least some sense of a cultural

origin identified furthers our scholarship.
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7.1 Researcher Positionality

Me qued echando la hueva todo el da 1. Literally: ”I stayed here expelling

the egg the whole day.”

This brings me to the circumstances that have led me to investigate the nuances

of cultural identity. Cultural meaning is the very thing we give value to and how

we use or integrate these meanings, for what purposes, and at what levels of repre-

sentation is what drove me to understand myself better. Words, images, emotions

bind and classify the values we place on cultural meaning, the phrase quoted above

is an example of a type of association. This saying, using Mexican slang, a language

of my childhood, Spanish, is from growing up in my hometown of Nogales, Arizona,

to which I attribute my identity, ethnicity, and culture. This is where my under-

standings of people and place were fashioned into a melting pot of what it is to be

an American from the border from a family of Mexican-Americans. I grew up as

multi-cultural as one might expect a city kid would, with a perspective of diversity,

flexibility, and cultural sensitivity. Sure, Nogales lacked the ethnic variety of a big

city, nevertheless my ”Ciudad” was my cornerstone.

However, when those cultural meanings and our identity are questioned, and who

we are and with whom we identify is suddenly challenged, everything is thrown into

chaos. Such was my case the moment I left Nogales, I faced considerable scrutiny- ”I

am Mexican,” you look white, puzzled looks on both faces, ”White?” Where are you

from? ”I am from a small town on the border with Arizona and Mexico.” Here follows

a line of conversation that must have happened a thousand times over the course of

my life. Now that I am older, and my cultural meanings have been produced and

renewed over the course of my understanding of them, my responses have become

1The phrase we have here is an example of a person being lazy.
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more refined. I am from Nogales. I am Mexican-American. I am from Tucson. I

am from New York I am from here. It took a long time for my identity crisis to

collapse entirely. That is, my culture for a moment was placed in a secret vessel

and cared for because of the value I placed on it, but others did not validate it, and

due to that factor those cultural meanings were lost for far too long. Therefore, this

research is as much as it is a scholarly analysis as an emotional journey of the self.

My culture, my traditions, my status in America is constructed rather than found

and given meaning as cultural identity is continually being produced and exchanged

in every personal and social interaction in which I take part. May every second,

third, and even fourth immigrant generation fill their vessels with the meaning in

which they produce and ideally share these with the rest of us.

7.2 Expectations & Implications

My initial expectation for this case study was to focus on family knowledge and

identity formation via the foundational models from funds of knowledge and iden-

tity. Emerging out of my findings was something else altogether, by interpreting the

lives of my participants and deciphering the message as a representation of identity,

migration, and subjectivity we discern a wider communicative event, an event, as

Go↵man (1958) eloquently stated, that engages a form of social action with social ac-

tors creating a specific dramatic e↵ect, thus managing their self-presentation. Among

Iranian-Americans we see this type of behavior, not merely as a process or as a state

that defines and constructs social relations and identities, but through one’s lifestyle

spaces. Furthermore, the narratives suggest that Iranian culture is more than a set

of practices. Instead second-generation Iranian-Americans are concerned with pro-

duction and exchanges of meanings, that is, culture about feelings, attachments, and
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emotions as well as concepts and ideas and more vividly, the ways Iranian-Americans

represent Iranian culture in America. Therefore, Iranian-Americans are at liberty to

give meaning to the various sets of practices that allow them a sense of their identity.

The constructed meanings of Iranian culture form the veritable soup for Iranian

second-generation from two distinct cultural productions, those of Iran and those

of America. Both countries are a part of the cultural transformation, and cultural

preservations that have a mutualistic connection- in the biological sense mutualism

is the way two organisms of di↵erent species exist in a relationship in which each

benefits from the activity of the other. The cultural and social dimension of a mutu-

alistic relationship with American and Iranian culture, identity and practice explain

the varied and complicated relationship of immigrant identities. The identities are

fluid and modulate according to family, networks, friends, environments and so much

more we look at the manner in which migrant identities evolve through time, merging

cultural practices and meanings. Indeed, my research interest focuses on identity,

collective cultural memory and social-cultural capital of second-generation immi-

grants. Investigating long-term cumulative e↵ects in a cultural fluidity within the

Iranian American community can determine the sequences and complex interacting

components before labeling the issue as a duality or hybrid forms of identity.

Indeed, though the literature on Iranian identity follows the trajectory that the

cultural producers enact for the collective, that is the re-created cultural past of

ancient Persia of which the post-revolutionary diaspora has a longing for their home-

land. Identification shaped by these sociological, educational and cultural tools into

a form of constructed identity fused and maintained by the communities’ extensive

involvement with volunteering in artistic festivals, holiday celebrations or being a

member of organizations and associations that aid in the continued cultivation of

Persian culture. The social positioning of the Iranian-American community has re-
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sulted in attributes of privilege that have been advantageous for the community, such

as high cultural capital the positive e↵ects of these are correlated with educational

and occupational outcomes for successive generations and include the financial re-

sources that allow for strong involvement in mainstreaming Iranian identity. The

esteemed value given to maintaining the Persian language and the generally suc-

cessful economic adaption of Iranian immigrants and their children have made for

a very fluent set of skills. Bilingualism for Iranian-Americans is useful and sought

after knowledge; as heritage language learners, the community tends to exemplify

the process of language learning as a social activity that can be enshrined within

the concept of the zone of proximal development. Enriching Persian as a heritage

language in homes, communities and schooling lends itself to the Vygotskian model

of language learners shaped by social cultural theory. Becoming bilingual builds a

linguistic relationship tied to symbolic power.

7.3 Limitations of the Study

There are several limitations to this study, which I summarize as follows: 1) Sample

size; 2) Lack of second-generation youth; 3) Geographical location of participants;

4) Potential research bias. There were seven participants in the primarily east coast

study. Six out of seven were second-generation, two of whom were youths and one

was first-generation. The intention was to work with Iranian-American families and

their second-generation children. Unfortunately, as I summarized earlier in section

§3.2, issues arose among families who had initially agreed to engage in the research

project. Therefore, working with youth proved di�cult and instead interviews were

conducted with adult second-generation Iranian-Americans. Geographic location

may also a↵ect the findings, engaging with participants in two or three of the major
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geographical areas where Iranians make up a large population (Los Angeles, New

York, Texas, Maryland) and documenting the variations of the social, cultural and

formation of identity within these locations would provide an in-depth analysis span-

ning several generations. Despite the location the east coast, where large numbers of

Iranians reside, being able to juxtapose against another area of Iranians will benefit

further understanding of Iranian-American identity amongst the collective.

Throughout the study, as an outsider looking in, I wanted to ensure I was not

biased with my own sense of identity formation and meanings. I kept the highest

degree of professionalism and objectivity during the interviews. Perhaps because I

was an outsider, I had more trouble with gaining the trust of the Iranian families

than I had previously predicted. It’s a bit of a catch-22, since as an outsider I was

able to discern those subtle cultural nuances.

7.4 Future Studies

With continued exploration using the funds of knowledge and identity approach,

investigating the social relationships of children and their interactions, learning en-

vironments, and engagements, these accumulated funds can add to a wider depth of

knowledge on schooling, community, and society (Gonzalez, Moll & Amanti, 2005).

This lens o↵ers a di↵erent perspective of immigrant communities whose absorption

of the familial, communal, and schooling funds of knowledge and identity may re-

veal another level of the ways generational immigrants adapt the cultural values and

transform identity. History helps us to understand the ways of life in the past. If the

past is a part of a knowledge base, then looking back can inform our understanding

of the present and the future. However, the exchanges of cultural information, those

norms which establish a type of cultural standard by which values and beliefs are held
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together and molded becomes the behavior that is as standard. Therefore, cultural

information is the reflection of cultural norms and values and is independent of au-

tonomy and cultural development. Can we lose our identity? Who we are? Is there a

timeless significance to people who are seeking a better understanding of things that

matter? Does cultural identity change, by way of invention, di↵usion or migration

and is this ability to change an unique, phenomenal human characteristic? We know

the globe is shrinking and will continue to shrink as we are living in a biologically and

culturally diverse Earth. With such diversity and with new modes of transportation,

technology, and communication we confront worldwide issues. At some level, we are

participating in a collective identity, while at the same time archiving histories.

7.5 Final Thoughts

I believe that history helps us to understand the ways of life in the past. If the

past is a part of a knowledge base, then looking back can inform our understanding

of the present and the future. Similarly, we can look at human behavior and the

consequences of that behavior from history.

One final acknowledgment, or rather, a dedication of sorts for a student of mine-

George. I had the privilege of being this child’s 5th-grade teacher, and I mark our

serendipitous association as the catalyst for becoming a pedagogue. It was during

this time, my earliest years as a teacher, in which I awoke to a greater awareness

of class conflict, inequality, and hegemony. Working with George and students like

him, presented me with challenges which I have spent the greater part of my life

trying to explain. The limits and possibilities for students like George and the

complexities surrounding second-generation Dominican-Americans? living in upper

Manhattan, one of the largest Dominican settlements in the United States, a neigh-
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borhood called Washington Heights, are multiple. We know that immigrants and

their o↵spring contribute a full 70 percentage of the country’s population, and the

obstacles along their path can render their successful adjustment, economic and ed-

ucational advancement uncertain. George reminds me of why I have fought tirelessly

for public education, sought models which were educationally inclusive, and tried to

change the social context that receives immigrants. Through George, I witnessed

the fragmented environment discussed extensively by Portes and Rumbaut (2006)

of second-generation youth who faced a pluralistic and often concurrent wealth of

opportunities and threats- I dedicate my work to you. I evoked my true calling,

to never stop fighting against the persistence of racial discrimination, injustice, but

more than anything to remain hopeful for the future. Thank you.
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Appendix A

Informal Letter

Dear

It is with pleasure to share with you the study I am conducting of Iranian-

American immigrant communities. The purpose of this research is to look at the

ways generational immigrants adapt cultural values.

I am looking for friends or contributors who are interested in participating in the

study. Will you kindly consider the proposition? Alternatively, propose this study

to another Iranian-American family? If you and your family are interested, I will

send a full description of the study and a consent form.

Thank you for your consideration and please do not feel obligated I am reaching

out too as many of my friends who might be able to participate and or help network

with other families.

I really thank you for reading this email and I hope regardless, we can spend time

together this summer.

Best,

Carla
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Appendix B

University of Arizona Consent form &
Description of project

By: Carla P. Cota

1. Describe the general purpose of your study

The main objective of this research is to gain a better understanding of the

ways second-third generation Iranian-Americans adapt cultural values via cul-

tural practices between households and the community which may further help

comprehend the outcomes for other immigration groups.

2. Description of any benefits to the subject or to others, which may

reasonably be expected from the research

This study may or may not have any direct benefit to you or your family. How-

ever, an understanding of the way knowledge is developed about immigration

and education causes and consequences is vital to all immigrant groups. Not

only the transforming American society and the immigrants themselves also

transforming educational cause and consequences.

3. Procedures of the study

The participants will be asked take part in several quantitative techniques.

Specifically, the second-third generation will be asked to draw, write, and an-

swer questions.

The quantitative methods are:
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(a) Timelines: A tool to gauge young people’s reflections of the past, present,

and future.

• The participants will draw a line from zero to their current age in-

dicating the most important events and changes that have happened

in their lives. An additional timeline will focus on the participant’s

projections and expectations about their future.

• Duration of activity is dependent upon participant (on average 30

minutes)

(b) Self-definition task:

• The participants will work with paper, pen, and number the page 1-10

to answer the question ”Who am I?” After writing the ten questions,

participants will

• Duration of activity is dependent upon participant (on average 20

minutes)

(c) Assessment of family artifacts:

Research (Ethnographic) observations: In order to assess the families cul-

tural tool or artifacts, cultural tools include physical objects, abstract

knowledge, beliefs, values, and observable patterns of behavior such as

family routines and social practices that provide resources for people’s

development. The aim is to record the most relevant artifacts a family

uses in their day-to day lives.

(d) APGAR questionnaire:

• This is a family therapy rating system. APGAR stands for Adapt-

ability, Partnership, Growth, A↵ection and Resolve which make up 5
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categories of the questionnaire. The participants indicate a degree of

satisfaction in each of the five categories. The participants will work

with paper, pen, and number the page 1-10 to answer the question

”Who am I?” After writing the ten questions, participants will

• Duration of activity is dependent upon participant (on average 10

minutes)

Letter of content for Iranian-American Funds of knowledge &
Identity project

Carla P. Cota, (646)-235-1191, cpcota@email.arizona.edu

Supervisor: Luis Moll, (520) 621-1292, moll@email.arizona.edu

Dear Target Population/Sample: Second-third generation Iranian-Americans,

You are invited to participate in a research study. The purpose of this research is to

1. To gain a better understanding of the ways second-third generation Iranian-

Americans adapt cultural values via cultural practices between households and

the community.

2. The study involves qualitative and quantitative techniques and involves no

foreseeable risks or harm to you.

3. The procedure includes several qualitative and quantitative techniques; specif-

ically, the second-third generation children will be asked to draw, write, and

answer questions.

You are free to ask any questions about the study or about being a partici-

pant by calling me at (646)-235-1191 or e-mail: cpcota@email.arzona.edu. For In-
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stitutional Review Board (IRB) research questions, please contact Director Mariette

Marsh at (520) 626-7575.

Your participation in this study is voluntary; you are under no obligation to

participate. You may withdraw at any time.

The completed study will be reported in the aggregate. Confidentiality will be

maintained. All data will be collected by Carla P. Cota, stored in a secure place and

will be destroyed in three years.

If your participation in the project has caused you to feel uncomfortable in any

way, or if the project has prompted you to consider personal matters about which

you are concerned, I encourage you to please withdraw from the project. You may

keep this letter for your records.
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Appendix C

Child Assent Form

A Study of the Funds of Knowledge and Identity Models within Iranian-American

Immigrant Communities in the United States

Carla P. Cota

I am doing a research study about second-generation Iranian-Americans. A re-

search study is a way to learn more about people.

I am studying Iranian-Americans, like you and I am interested in the parts of

your life you value, and your social activities.

If you decide that you want to be part of this study, you will be asked to the

following: These activities will take about 10 minutes of your time with each visit

and afterwards we would talk about what you did and why.

• Self-Portrait: Arts-based projective

• Timelines: Reflections of the past, present, and future

• Self-definition task: The question ”Who am I?”

• Routines and educational routines through pictures and diary: En-

gage in documenting the routines of daily life

• Assessment of family artifacts: Record the most relevant artifacts

• APGAR questionnaire: Participants indicate a degree of satisfaction in

each of the five categories.
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• Significant circle task: Draw a circle to represent themselves, within which

they could then draw important people

• Interview/Observations: Interviewing involves asking questions and getting

answers from participants in a study. Observation I will use all of my senses

to examine people in natural settings or naturally occurring situations.

There are some things about this study you should know. These are procedures,

things that take a long time, there are no risks, or discomforts, while participating

in this study.

Not everyone who takes part in this study will benefit. A benefit means that

something good happens to you. I do think there will be benefits. I think these

benefits will help me to understand how you feel in school, and about going to

college, but more importantly how you feel about being Iranian and American.

When I am finished with this study I will write a report about what was learned.

This report will not include your name or that you were in the study.

You do not have to be in this study if you do not want to be. If you decide to

stop after we begin, that’s okay too. Your parents know about the study too.

If you decide you want to be in this study, please sign your name.

I, , want to be in this research study.

(Sign your name here) (Date)
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Appendix D

Interview Questions

1. How do second generation Iranian-Americans generate and build upon the

multiple forms of knowledge from their households and community and how do

funds of identity reinforce Persian heritage and culture?

2. How do Iranian-American communities transfer pieces of American culture

into their own cultural practices and by what means (if any) they maintain the

symbolic traits of Iranian heritage? Do the cultural mediated tools employed

in the Iranian Diaspora continue to formulate and produce the new cultural

and hybrid identity of the second generation?

3. How do the families know things, how do they share knowledge, and how do

they build relationships?

4. What are the Persian culture and tradition, the cultural transformations and

cultural preservations that are valued by the second generation?
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Appendix E

Background Questions / Demographic
Information

1. Name

2. Age

3. Name of the University attending now

4. Class level at the University

5. Where were you born?

6. If foreign born, how old were you when you came to the US?

7. What language do speak

8. Are both or one of your parents Iranian? Specify.

9. Are your parents first generation immigrants?

If yes, what was the reason(s) for their sojourn (length and purpose)?

10. Have you been to Iran?

11. What is your first language
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Appendix F

Self-Portrait

This activity asks you to think holistically about your identity and your life. Please

draw an image of who you are now in your lives and then add the people and the

things you consider important at this moment.
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Appendix G

Assessment of personal artifacts

In this table please assess your personal cultural tools or artifacts. Cultural tools

include physical objects, abstract knowledge, beliefs, values, and observable patterns

of behavior such as family routines and social practices that provide resources for

peoples development.
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Appendix H

Self-Definition

”Who am I”? Please write ten answers and then place them in order of importance.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

re
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